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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

THE FRIGHTFUL MOMENT AFTER THE CRASH.
remarkable impression of a bursting shell at
Ypres. Some idea of the power of these huge pro—
lectiles may be gathered from the enormous cloud of

-A
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smoke emitted when they burst. The German bornbardment of Ypres completely obliterated the town
from the face of Belgium. It exists now only in name,
its glorious old buildings reduced to shapeless ruins.
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WA

T ? Private Opinions

LAS 1 * of Public Men

In the last number of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED appeared the first of this series of exceptionally interesting
views on the duration of the war. Apart from their present interest, these opinions will have peculiar value
in the future, as showing what our prominent men thought of the situation after ten months of warfare. A second
selection is here printed, and others will appear from time to time.
Mr. H. W. WILSON, the well—known author of "With
the Flag to Pretoria," " Ironclads in Action," and
Editor of " The Great War," is not hopeful of
victory within two years, without compulsory service.

HE war will come to an end—if by end is meant a
conclusion satisfactory from the British standpoint
—in from six months to two years from the date
on which the British nation begins to devote its whole
energy to the defeat of the enemy. The first sign that
the nation is doing this will be the introduction of compulsory military service, the adoption of summary measures
against shirkers and strikers, and the abandonment of
" pleasure as usual."
The plain truth is that the Germanic forces are still
superior to the - Allies, because their numbers are greater
and their output of munitions and shells far larger. They
are superior because every German workman is working
his hardest for his country and not thinking of drink or
amusement, or extorting an extra penny or twopence an
hour at the risk of defeat for _the nation's forces. They
are superior because Germany prepared for war and Great Britain
did not ; because since the war the
whole German nation has been
organised thoroughly for the conduct of war, while the British
nation is still only a mob governed
by irresponsible committees. They
are superior because of furious unremitting efforts on Germany's part,
contrasted with an apathy and
slackness among large classes in
this country that are almost incredible.
War means the application of the
intensest energy to the destruction
of the enemy's will. A war ends when the enemy's will is
broken down by the slaughter or capture of his troops
and the material losses of his people. Hitherto the Germanic
lcsses in men have been about equal to those of the Allies,
and the material losses of the Allies have been far heavier
than those of the Germans. There is then no sign
- that
the war is approaching
an end nor that the
Allies are gaining the
upper hand on land.

T

Germany is now on the defensive, from which, east and
west, she delivers her counter-attacks with more failure
and loss than success, but she is like a cornered and wounded
wild beast who is dangerous to the last gasp, and who will
inflict such death and destruction as she can contrive.
The length of the war depends upon how long this
resistance of despair can hold `out,
for even Germany does not possess
an unlimited number of lives to
sacrifice at the shrine of their sanguinary Moloch. Their infamous
use ,of poisonous gases shows that
they have given up all idea of
succeeding by fair means, and we
all know but 'too well that there is
no crime of murder, lust, pillage,
and vandalism which the German
soldiers and sailors of to-day,
ordered by their officers and commanded by the all-high criminal,
will not freely commit.
It is difficult to forecast the
probable duration of the war, as it depends upon many
factors besides that stated. The French and British
nations are doing magnificently, and if the supply of
munitions is maintained, they should make great progress
next month.
The boasted victories of Germany and Austria over
Russia are in the main enormously exaggerated, and are,
only despairing checks to the inexorable advance to, the
great Russian forces. Much depends on the action of
remaining neutrals ; if Greece and Rumania come into the
fray the length of the war will certainly be much curtailed.
One thing appears certain—that the'Germans will not endure
another winter in the trenches ; and I think that,
unless some extraordinary change occurs in the present
progress of things, the late autumn will witness the
crushing of
the German
monster and
his allies.
Mr. JEROME K. JEROME, the eminent novelist, thinks
that the nov, enthusiastic British armies will constitute the
deciding fintor in the war. The beginning of the end wilt`be
when Britain can maintain two million troops in the field.
ITHINK

Major-Gen. Sir ALFRED TURNER is optimistic in think—
ing that the Germans, fighting a fight of 'desperation,
cannot endure another winter campaign. According to
his view, late autumn will see the downfall of the Teuton. '
PT/HOUGH the British public has been roused to great
1 and holy wrath by, the unspeakable and unparalleled savagery and atrocities of the German Army
and Navy, there are numbers of people still among us who
do not seem yet to realise the fact that we are locked in a
tife-and-death struggle with a treacherous, cruel, and
relentless Power which aims at world domination, and
which will adopt any means, however murderous or
dastardly, to effect its end.
Its ruler is like Nero, a bloodthirsty monarch who
would sacrifice the whole of his own subjects without
scruple, as he has shown in this war, the responsibility
and barbarities for which lie entirely upon his shoulders.
This is not a war in which our Army is engaged only
with the Army . of Germany, but it is one in which the
civilised nations of Europe and Japan are fighting against
the whole German nation. There is no differentiating
between the Kaiser and his militant Pan-GermaMc party
and the rest of the German people, for the eyes of the
latter are apparently in no ways open to the infamies of
the former, or to the inevitable destruction which they are
bringing upon Germany.

it is our new armies—the young men with
their eager faces busy in every town and village
shaping themselves into soldiers, the young men with
the far-away look in their eyes waiting at the doors of the
recruiting offices—who will decide this war. Last .year
talked of a Germany bound to be starved out before the
winter was gone ; of a Germany
running short of ammunition before
the spring ; of anything from ten
to twenty million Russians marching
on Berlin ; while the French armies,
aided by our own Expeditionary
Force, slowly but steadily advanced
to meet them. We have found the
mistake of all that, and the sooner we
clear our minds completely of it the
better. The forcing of the Dardanelles will be.slow and costly. Properly
led, the Turkish Army should prove
itself a formidable force. Austria
has not yet reached the end of
her resources. Some of her finest
troops have not vet been employed. The German reserves are not yet exhausted. The likelihood is that the
present armies in Europe will continue to hold each -other
in check. Russia will keep the Turkish Army from going
[Continued on page 356J
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Leaders of United Italy against the Modern Huns

General Cadorna, Chief of the General Staff, Major-General Vittoria Zupelli;
the Minister for War.
and Commander-in-Chief of the Italian Armies.

Admiral Viale, the Italian Minister
responsible for efficiency of the Marine.

ten months of official deliberation,
AFTER
during which time public opinion was almost

Two prominent Italian leaders, General Di Mayo and General_ Besozzi,
inspecting the aviation camp.

Duke of tie Abruzzi, King Victor's cousin,
in command of the Adriatic Squadron.

entirely inafavour of the Allies, Italy. has entered
the European imbroglio in the interests of racial
liberty and progress.
The political intrigues of Prince von Billow and
his accomplice, Signor Giolitti, have failed hopelessly to prevent war against the Central Empires,
. -fdr a righteous cause.
The number of men in the Italian Army has been
figured at something over three millions. The
Tripoli War opened the eyes of the world to Italy's
astounding progress as a Great Power, both as
regards fighting men and war equipment.
She is prepared for every contingency. Still more
important, the men who hold the destiny of the
nascent Mediterranean Empire in their safe keeping
are leaders of singular ability, fervent patriots
animated with great ideals and illimitable genius
and energy.
Italy has her " Alsace-Lorraine " to reconquer from
the Hun scourge. The Trentino and Istria will be
hers again. The Kaiser can back the Austrians
with his unscrupulous Uhlans and barbaric
Bavarians, but our new ally is more than ready
for them.
The photographs on this page are of some of the
personalities in Italy's war against the common
enemy, prominent military, naval, and political
leaders, the directing power of modern Rome.

Duke of Aosta, brother of Duke of
the Abruzzi. has none to tins front.

Baron Sonnini., the Italian Minister fog
Foreign Affairs.
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HOW LONG WILL THE WAR LAST ?
to the assistance of Germany, will keep Hindenburg busy
in Poland, and the bulk of the Austrians and Hungarians
along the line of the Carpathians. Prance has been quite
open about her numbers. We know exactly how .many
men she can put into the fighting-line. Military men
estimate that to break through the trenches on either side
would.demand a numerical superiority of at least three to
one, which means that the Germans will get no nearer Paris
and the French no nearer Berlin. Here and there at
enormous cost the enemy may be forced back a mile or so.
Here and there, paying dearly for it, he may gain a little.
The beginning of the end will be when Great Britain can
throw in and maintain two million fresh troops upon the
western line. It is our young men now busy training,
waiting at the doors of the recruiting offices---the war will
last till they are ready.

Mr. F. A. McKENIIE, the prominent War Correspondent
and our Military Expert, forecasts a three years'struggle, not
being of the opinion that any plans contemplated by the
belligerents could bring the war to a speedy termination.

THE war will probably last at least three years.

Neither side shows as yet signs of exhaustion
in men, money, or material. Germany was never
more confident of victory than to-day. She has more than
made up her original strength in the field, and her new
troops, while lacking possibly the physique and experience
of the first armies, are better equipped, particularly in
heavy artillery, than before.
Among the Allies there is growing strength and resolution.
France has reached her supreme fighting form. Our new
armies have proved themselves
among the finest fighting material
This is not the
in the world.
opinion of Britons only, for we are
naturally prejudiced, but of the
German soldiers themselves. Russia
is making up her shortage of ammunition and of heavy guns, and
is more united than ever in pushing
forward the war. The strong
Court party that at first disliked
hostilities with Germany has apparently been overcome.
Can any of the plans now contemplated by either side immediately
finish the war ? I think not.
The Allies evidently hope, by an advance in force, to
clear part of Belgium this summer and to approach the
Rhine. They further hope by capturing the Dardanelles
to open the Mediterranean to Russian traffic. These would
be very important gains, but they would only be the
preliminaries to an attack on the vital strength of Germany.
Germany hopes to capture Calais and the northern
coast of France, and from there to conduct a campaign
against England. She further hopes, by a policy of " frightfulness "—Zeppelin attacks with incendiary bombs on our
great cities, particularly London, and submarine attacks
en our merchant shipping—to drive us into surrender.
Let us suppose that she succeeded, that part of London
was burnt, and that much of our shipping trade was
paralysed. This is a very extreme supposition. Would
we yield ? I need scarcely answer the question. Better
for every city to be burnt and every ship sunk than to
have our women outraged, our children slain, and our
manhood shot at the whim of a brutal soldiery. The
man who seriously talked of yielding to Germany would
he hanged by, the crowd at the nearest lamp-post.
Two factors may come into play and change the
outlook. The first is an epidemic sweeping over Europe,
as a result of the terrible conditions now prevailing along.
the front fighting-lines. The second is the revolt of the
•
womanhood of Europe
1,7 C
against the wholesale
slaughter of the pick
*
of their men.
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Mr. H. W. NEVINSON, the experienced War
Correspondent, believes that it will be a long war,
as economic pressure and attrition cannot be
relied upon to crush the organised Prussian spirit.

T

HE length of the war depends upon so many uncertainties—the action of Italy, Rumania, Bulgaria,
and even Switzerland (in case an attempt is made
to force a passage through Swiss territory).
Much depends on our dubious enterprise in the Dardanelles, much on Russia's power of recovery, and perhaps
most on the success or failure of
our
forces to pierce the
German lines, or of the German
forces to pierce ours.
I doubt if mere " attrition " or
economic 'pressure will ever induce
Germany to pray for peace. The
Germans are a very tough and resourceful people, organised beyond
British endurance, socialised into
entire 'subservience to the State,obedient as ants or bees, and confident that they are fighting for
the existence of the community to
which they willingly sacrifice
freedom and life. They have, in
short, constructed the highest type of the military State—
the life which so many of our own political guides urge
us to imitate, while they proclaim the necessity of " crushing German militarism. War against such a State is sure
to be long, and at present I can see no terms which either
side would
2/21 Vv.
.P-11
take or offer. ),
V107 •
That is the
Vivt3
worst of it.
Com. BELLA IRS, R.N., M.P., the Naval Expert of " The War
Illustrated " and other journals, is of the opinion thatatthe pre—
sent rate of wastage the German forces will, politically,be broken
in December, but war may continue until the summer of 1916.

FORECAST of the length of the war depends on an
approximate balance of moral and material factors
as they affect traders, armies, and nations. These
latter include the belligerents of the future as well as the
belligerents of to-day. The will to win, the preparation for
winning, and the knowledge of how to win are the three
greatest
- factors. In all three the Allies have clearly gained,
though we have not improved as much as is to be desired.
The enemy wastes away at the rate of z6o,000 a month,
and his cotton is used up to the extent of 120,000 bales
a month. We have cut off cotton since the middle of
March. This wastage enables us to say that the enemy
is unlikely to be able to hold such present or prospective
lines as are dictated by the strongest political considerations after the middle of December, and that means
the recognition of defeat by the higher German authorities.
A nation does not, however, surrender when its Government recognises that it is defeated, but it is more
than willing to negotiate for peace.
It is here that the great controversy
of the future will shape history, and
we may witness the first attempt
of the United States to take a hand
in European politics of its own
volition while trying to remain outside the vortex. The Allies are
bound to ask for onerous terms to
safeguard the future, but the force
behind the Governments' in this
matter may be weakened by controversy advocating compromise on
the terms of peace. If the absolute
leadership of Prussia among the
German States can be maintained in
face of defeat, and a population suffering from the rigour of
the blockade, the Onerous'demands of the Allies will certainly
be refused. The war may then continue into the summer of
1916, though politically the defeat of the Germanic nations is
accepted as a fait accomPli
before the
year is out.
A further series of contributions will appear in our next number.
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Sons of Italy move against the Hereditary Foe

Italy now resounds with the tramp of armed men. Our new allies are swarming to the frontier intent upon the liberation of the
Trentino and Istria. This photograph shows the mobilisation of infantrymen, a daily scene in any large Italian town.

Another mobilisation incident somewhere on the Adriatic coast. Italy, like France and Belgium, abounds in architectural glories,
which would meet the same fate as the cathedrals of Rheims and Louvain if the Huns had their way; but in this case the Teuton
forces are not striking a foe unprepared, and are not likely to be the aggressors.
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King Victor Emmanuel's Warrior-Mountaineers

Alpini, King Victor's fine body of soldier-mountaineers,
marching across the Alpine snows. Born and bred in the
mountains, these Alpine warriors have been specially trained
to fight among the rugged, snow-bound heights and passes,
and the troops of Franz Josef will find them stubborn foemen.

Alpini entrenched behind barricades of snow in the Julian Alps. It will be noted that they take their colours into action. It was to
the south of the Julian Alps that Italian troops crossed the Austrian frontier and occupied a number of towns and villages.
Inset above : Italian infantry in action against the Turks during the Tripoli War, Italy's last campaign.
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Alpine Soldiers defend the Snowbound Passes

Alpine infantry encamped in the Italian Alps.
Italy's regiments of Alpine infantry, the Alpini, are akin to the French Alpine
Chasseurs, whose splendid fighting powers have caused the Germans to name them " Blue Devils." The Alpini are all specially—
chosen mountain fighters, men of superb physique and stamina.

Machine—gun section of Italy's famous mountain warriors, the Alpini. Once again Italy's splendid Army is fighting under the
leadership of the here of the Tripoli War, General Cadorna, Commander—in—Chief of the Italian forces. It is possible that he may
lead them once more against the Turks, this time at the Dardanelles,
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Bersaglieri and Dragoons: Pride of Italy's Army

The green—plumed Bersaglieri (sharpshooters) are Italy's most celebrated
soldiers, and each Bersagliero is an accomplished athlete. To every
regiment' is 'attached""a cyclist battalion. The bicyclos can quickly be
taken apart and packed on to the Bersagliero's-back.

Italian Dragoons on the march. Though the infantry sections of Italy's Army are splendidly trained and equipped, it is in the cavalry
regiments that the country takes the greatest pride. The men rival the Cossacks in horsemanship and in the excellence of their mounts.

The Incessant Roll of the Caravan of Agony

British solicitude for the wounded Hun. Members of the Red Cross conveying a badly-injured German soldier to the ambulance.
The strenuous and noble work of the doctors and men attached to the Red Cross is beyond all praise.

The nurse at the wheel. Miss Betty Hutchinson, chief chauffeuse of the Women's Nursing Yeomanry Corps attached to the Belgian
Army, taking a wounded Belgian colonel to a base hospital in France. The debt of gratitude that the Empire owes to its Red Cross
workers is a very heavy one. Toiling the whole round of the clock, their duties are as heroic as fighting in the trenches.

The War illustrahci, 51k Junc, 1915.
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The Empire's Great War in the Dardanelles

Disembarked Australian troops about to proceed to the firing-line in Gallipoli; The men from the Island Continent got ashore at
Gaba Tepe, and immediately distinguished themselves. In the background a British man-of-war and transports will be seen.

The camp of the Australians somewhere in the Levant. A body of men are rigging up a tent, work with which they should be
thoroughly conversant in view of their experience in the backwoods as pioneers.

British troops disembarking an the Gallipoli shore. The Turks being well entrenched and abundantly supplied with machine-guns,
the successful landing of our Dardanelles force may be considered a great triumph, though it was only possible of achievement
under the covering fire of British warships in the straits.
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Histo c Landing on Gallipoli under Fierce Fire

Australian troops disembarking under fire on the shores of the Gallipoli Peninsula. The photographs on these pages are just to hand
from Mr. E. Ashmead Bartlett, the famous journalist and official correspondent with the British forces in the Dardanelles.

Captured Turkish trenches and cannon that defended the shore
at Sedd-ul-Bahr, where a terrible battle was fought in April.
Part of the town of Sedd-ul-Bahr is seen in the background.

Another view of Sedd-ul-Bahr, showing the fortress of the town
that was captured by the British and one of the Turkish guns.
Behind are the ruins of a monastery.

Ships of the Allied Fleet off the Dardanelles. A photograph taken aboard a British man-o'-war while British and Colonial troops
were being landed on the shores of the Gallipoli Peninsula.
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Enemy Scouts Working the Wooded Argonne

German patrol on a scouting expedition moving stealthily through a wood in the Argonne district. With rifles at the "ready" and every
nerve on the alert, they are trying to get close enough to our ally's trenches to spy without being detected by the French sentries.

German officer and his men spying out the land on the edge of a weed in the Argonne. While a soldier tries to locate the Allies'
position through his field—glasses, the spectacled officer compares the scene with his map and checks the landmarks.
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French Warriors at Ease in Spite of the Huns

Wine being distributed to some French soldiers after an engagement. The French Army rivals our own in the splendid organisation
and administration of its commissariat ; in fact, no fighters have ever been so well provided for as are the British and French ti•oons.

French cavalry officers resting and playing a game of cards at the edge of a wood in the Argonne while their horses are tethered to
the trees. Some of their men are posted at various points to guard against a surprise attack by patrolling Germans. (These
photographs are exclusive to " The War Illustrated.")

AFTER THE BR WANT FRENCH VICTORY AT OARENCY.—The capture of Carency,
or the Battle of Arras, constituted a great triumph for our French Allies. For. Many weeks
the, 9th Army was secretly reinforced with young recruits, guns, and ammunition. While
the Germans were fully employed against the British near Lille and at Ypres, General

Nlaud'huy began a second bombardment of the hilt of Notre Dame de Loretta, and followed it
up with a sweeping infantry attack along a front of ten miles. This exclusive photograph
shows the entrance to what was once Carency, with some French Chasseurelyinn where
they were shot down before the German barricades.
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Carency after the Great French Victory

A street in Carency, the village in north—eastern France where the French treope gained such a conspicuous victory last month.
The remains of some of theperinans' wire entanglements are seen in the foreground.
..

All that remains of another corner of Carency after the greef artillery, fire. then,,heueaby,house, the indomitable Frenchbattle that raged- in the streets.' The'Gertriaile hairceineealed. soldiers advanced.
. •he full story of the French' triumph at
machine—guns in almost every house, and the French could Carency was told in our last number. (Photograph* exclusive
only silence these by completely devastating the buildings by to "The War Illustrated.")

With our Camera Correspondent near Nieuport:

The muffled.martial step along the fateful coast strip. Belgian soldiers parading on the sands before leaving for the trenches at Nieuport.

King Albert's birthday was the signal for a demonstration of fervent loyalty. Some of the brave Army of the hero-king were accorded
a well-earned holiday, and this photograph shows a body of soldiers listening to a military concert on the sands.

Calais to the Germans is so near and yet so far that one can almost excuse their exasperation for the British-Belgian forces which
foil their every attempt to break through. But a few miles along the dunes, and the Huns are within striking distance of Dover.
This photograph is an impression of Belgian cavalry on their incessant coast patrol,
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Belgian Forces h

their awn along the Coast

Curious fort—like Belgian trenches on the Veer. These are generally elevated above the land level, partly because, the water being
so near the surface, it is impossible in places to construct ordinary trenches.
ra
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Belgian soldiers building a hospital at the front. Judging by the way the enemy shells and bombs these retreats of the wounded,
irrespective of the Red Cross emblem, there should be ample scope for our dauntless allies' industry.

Belgians playing football en the sands at Nieuport. The gallant Belgian At my co-operating with the British forces is still hel.eic g its
awn in that part of King Albert's realm embracing Ypres and Nieuport. The Huns have not been able to move them, in spite *A
their massed formations, heavy howitzers, and poisoned gas frightfulness.

By F. A. McKenzie, "Daily Mail" War Correspondent
HAT difference will the intervention of Italy make
in the war ? It has already made one great
difference. it has compelled Germany to weaken
`her forces in the north and in the east in order that she may
face the menace from the south. It has compelled the
enemy to remain on the defensive along large parts of the
French front. It may. in the early future, bring about a
shortening of the whole German position, and a straighten,ing of the line from Lille to Woevre, which would restore
France much of her recently lost territory.
Germany has no fresh supplies of men immediately
available to meet this new foe. We have vast armies of
'trained men still unused, ready and eating out their hearts
in camps throughout Britain. Germany has thrown every
available man into the fight. The vast armies raised and
drilled throughout the Kaiser's dominions during the
winter were brought up to the front at the beginning of the
spring. The German policy
and has been from the
beginning, to use all the forces available all the time.
What can Italy Do ?
The obvious Austro-German policy is to attempt to strike
hard and strike quickly into Italy, to attack Venice with
all available forces, and to cause such devastation among
the historic Italian cities of the north—Verona, Venice,
Milan, and Turin--that the Italian people shall be driven to
revolt against the war by the sheer horror of the situation.
- Destroy ! Destroy ! ! Destroy ! ! ! will be the German Nvatchword. Aircraft will attempt to burn cities, armies to
'shell and ravage them. Napoleon, by the rapidity of his
movements and the suddenness of hiS attacks, forced his
way through the fastnesses of the Alps into the rich plains
of Lombardy. Can Hindenburg do the same ? The problem
is very different to-day. Every available route is tremendously guarded at every point. Yet this war has
Shown that the seemingly impossible can be done by armies
ready to pay the 'price.
What can Italy do ? The direct routes from Italy into the
, main enemy country are across the Brenner PasS box-ond
Innsbruck, or over fhe Carnic Alps into Salzburg. No one
acquainted with this country believes such an advance
possible, save without long delays and heavy losses. Some
time ago, I walked across the Brenner Pass from the
Italian frontier northwards. It would be hard to find a
land more difficult for the passage of a large army. Italy
advancing here would find herself in danger of being
entrapped and enmeshed.
Grave Military Risks
The main Italian campaign will evidently he against
Istria, the Austrian territory on the Adriatic, which Italy
feels should be her own. The powerful Italian Fleet will
co-operate with the land forces advancing over the eastern
frontier. It cannot be denied that such a move, although
demanded by Italian national sentiment, presents many
gravo military risks. The territory in which the Italian
armies have to operate is mountainous and difficult. They
must leave a long flank exposed. The Austro-Germans,
While keeping them engaged in Istria itself, will almost
certainly attempt to strike down upon Verona and force
their way through to Venice, in order to cut off the entire
Italian Expeditionary Force. The latter would then find
itself hemmed in by chains of mountains and by the sea.
Such a contingency has, of course, been seen and been
guarded against, but it must always be borne in mind. „
One course for Italy to adopt would be to send a strong
army by rail into France through the Mont Cenis tunnel,
and to strike the German front in Southern Alsace. There
are many, difficulties in the way of this. To convey a
great army over the Alps, with all its supplies, would fake
time, and meanwhile the fate of the war might be settled
elsewhere. The feeling of the Italian people would probably be against weakening their own defences by. the
remov=al of a really strong army from a point where it could
protect their own territories. Italy has too vrinerable

north-eastern front to allow her to transfer her main army
elsewhere.
One suggestion that will probably be debated during the
next few weeks is the sending of our Indian troops to the
Eastern Alps to co-operate with the Italians in the Tyrol
The best of bar Indian soldiers are pre-eminently mountain
fighters. Thee have had the finest training for hill war in
their Himalaya frontier campaigns. They might possibly
succeed in the country around the Dolomites as could few
European troops. In Flanders they fight under obi: ious
disadvantages. The Flanders war is an artillery war
and big guns arc unfamiliar weapons to the Indians. In the
b
mountains
they would be fighting amid surroundings
where they would be at their best.
Reckoning Up Accounts
Britain has been reckoning up her account in the war,
and the results are not wholly satiSfactory. In the western
fighting-front we hold only thirty-odd miles to over three
hundred defended by -France. There are vast new armies
waiting in Britain, some of the finest and best trained troops
this country has ever raised. They cannot be sent to the
front for lack of munitions. Even in Flanders itself our
men are suffering heavy and unnecessary loss because of
lack of guns and the lack of shell.
I have recently been talking with soldiers back from the
fighting north of Ypres in the first and second week iitsMa v.
Day by day these men Were exposed to a cruel and continuous bombardMent by German guns of every size. from
17 in: howitzers to field batteries. It was their business to
hold the line, and they held it, sometimes at the cost or
seventy-five per cent. of their strength. The Soldiers do
not complain. - But in their plain, matter-of-fact narratives
one point stood out clearly. We were, at this point, almost
overwhelmingly outnumbered in guns and in shells. We
paid in the manhood of our nation for the shortage, What
happened at Ypres happened, A're know, elsewhere along the
line.
‘Var cannot be waged without heavy cost in men. But
when this cost comes because of lack of preparation at
home, it should be a- matter not alone for national grief,
but for national shame, I have no desire to dwell on the
personal aspects of the matter and to blame this man or
that. The issue is much greater than any attack on
individuals. If this war is to be wOn we, the stay-at-home
people of Great Britain, must do more and do better. Our
soldiers in Flanders and at the Dardanelles are doing their
bit splendidly. Their heroism, their long, steady endurance,
and their unbroken strength despite heavy losses will go
down in history among the greatest stories of our race.
Are we backing them up as we should ?
Our Armies will probably from this time on have sufficient
high- explosi e shells, We can depend upon Mr. Lloyd
George, in his new post as Minister of MunitiOns to organise
b
the Imsiness
forces of the country for the production of
munitions of war in a way that should have been done ten
months ago. He will enlist the co-operation of our great
manufacturers and trade organisers, in place of snubbing
and ignoring them, as was the rule at the beginning.
Problem o! our Food Supplies
But munitions of war are only one of our problems. We
re approaching fade to face with another issue which,
before many months—possibly before many weeks—are
over, is bound to affect profoundly the future of the nation.
That problem is the adequacy of our food supplies. One
effect of the submarine war has undoubtedly been to
check the sending of foodstuffs to this country, For
some months we have been using up our normal reserves
and our breeding stock with amazing rapidity. Tempted
by high prices, farmers in all parts have killed and sold
breeding cattle, lambs, and calves for food. Our armies
in the field require -vast amounts of meat, This problem will
not be solved by= advising people to eat less meat. The
whole question of food supplies requires to be taken in
hand immediately, on a scale not hitherto attempted,
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East and West join hands in France

Indians are particular as to their menu, and how it is prepared. This photograph
shows a herd of goats which is kept at the base in France as food supply.

Little French boy shakes hands with Indian
warriors fighting in the cause of La Patrie.

Members of the London Scottish and an Indian
soldier with whom they have made friends.

British-Indian officer superintends the requirements of native soldiers after a long
march in Northern France.

French generals conversing with Indian officers behind the firing-line in France. Our Allies have expressed their pleasure and
gratitude at the great part played by the Indians in the war against Prussian aggression
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By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

W

'ITII the entrancd of Italy into the war we may expect
to find the future movements of Austria's armed
forces entirely ordered by Germans, and, as at the
Dardanelles, a better fight will be made than would have
been the case with native direction. The French confined
themselves, except in the early stages, to blockading the
entrance of the Adriatic.
This will, now be changed, because the Italian bases of
Brindisi, Ancona, and Venice arc within the Adriatic.
We look for some very interesting naval and amphibious
war in the near future in a sea which is so confined that
its entrance is only forty miles broad, while nowhere .along
its four hundred and sixty miles of length does it exceed
one hundred and ten in breadth.
Italy's Advantage's in the Adriat'c
The ports are situated much nearer to each other than
is the case with British and German ports. Take; for
instance, the shallow northern quadrilateral of the sea
with the Italian ports Ancona and Venice on the one side,
one hundred and twenty-two' miles from each other, and
the Austrian ports of Pola and Trieste on the other, seventyeiott miles apart,
°The northern side of the quadrilateral from Venice to
Trieste is only sixty-three miles, and the southern side
from Ancona to Pola is ninety miles. The diagonal Ancona
to Trieste is about' one hundred and thirty-five miles.
The weather at this time of the year is unusually favourable
to naval and aircraft operations, but it should be added
that, like the southern end of the North Sea, all this northern
section of the Adriatic ' being comparatively shallow, is
only suitable to mining operations and for submarines
lying on the bottom.
This factor, is, however, much more favourable to Italy,
since she can keep her heavy ships to the southward at
Brindisi, while Austria must perforce keep her heavy
ships at Pola and Trieste.
From Brindisi the meteorological conditions are favourable to watching the entrance to the Adriatic by aircraft and small patrol craft with even more ease than we
watch the Strait of Dover.
It is, however, unlikely that Italy's policy will be one of
watching and waiting. She knows that our own difficulties
in the North Sea arose from the administration's failure
to allow our Navy to seize the initiative and, if mining

Types of Italian Marines. Our new ally's naval movements,
which are the subject of the article on this page, will prove an
important factor in their war against the common foe.

was to be done, to do it so that the channels should bts
suited to British and not German plans.
Italy would therefore mine the northern quadrilateral
at once, just as we should have mined the shallow " wet
triangle " behind Heligoland. The answer that Austria
has been at war for nearly' ten months and has probably
mined a great deal of this part is not wholly convincing.
The faCt that Austria experienced a good deal of trouble
with her mines, While the French Fleet did not attemptto come up the Adriatic, may have led to the mines not
being replaced after the winter gales.
In addition there are reasons for Italy being very well
served by spies, and this would - cover information as to
mines as well. In the dockyards -of Pola, Fiume, and
Trieste, as well as in the Austrian Navy, are to be found
numerous Italian sympathisers. There is, in fact, no
reciprocity in this matter.
The thinly populated Dalmatian coast of Austrian
territory, winding and mountainous, with numerous outMg islands, is peculiarly favourable for the operation of
spies, and its inhabitants speak the Italian language,
There are certain broad geographical features which
must also be borne in mind. Italy is like a long boot,
and its ports outside the Adriatic or east side of the boot
can be used for supplies while the east side, under absolute
martial law, with its three ports, Brindisi, Ancona and
Venice, joined by railways, telegraphs, and chains of wireless, can be used entirely for war purposes.
The possibility of an Italian offensive is not limited to
the land frontier, for the initial command of the seas
enables offensive operations against the coast and the
islands, which can be made into bases for such purpose5,
Nothing is more marked than the difference between the
two sides of the Adriatic, The straight Italian coast,
with its paucity of ports and islands, affords a sharp Contrast to the other side. Apart from the numerous islands,
there is the five hundred and seventy miles of coast-line
with many ports belonging to Austria or the nations who
confront her, so that an Italian offensive may develop
either in front or behind the Austrian Army in this field.
The Value of Amphibious Operations
Consequently, the coast-line and island defences as well
as the army in the Balkans have to be strengthened, or
Italy must be kept busy by a vigorous offensive on 'her
frontier so as to distract her from the thought of amphibious operations. The second solution is infinitely the
simpler and in keeping with German practice, so it will
be tried; but we hope it will fail in its object.
The farther east Austria and Germany have to fight the
worse they will be served by railways and the greater
the strain on their resources. The transport of such an
amphibious force is perfectly feasible. As England threw
an impregnable barrier across the twenty odd miles of
the Strait of Dover, the Italian and French can do the
like, over ninety miles in the Adriatic. On the face of it,
many of the ports and islands in Atistrian territory such as
can accommodate armadas, like Cattaro and Gravosa,
are easily defended:
But all are threatened, and the effect is cumulative.
If, say, the German General Staff find themsehts unable
to account for the absence of certain army corps from the
frontier, the presumption will be that they are going
oversea, and where then, along five hundred and seventy
I am not
miles plus the islands, are they going to strike
referring to bombardments, which are quitr'ruseless except
to help the operations of a landing force.
It may be taken as certain that the Italians know the
exact distribution of the Austrian Fleet units. At the beginning of the war, working along the coast from - south to
- north, they were scattered at Cattaro, Sebenico, Fiume,
Pola, and Trieste:- Only small forces were at Fiume and
Trieste, and a irumber of old vessels were at Cattaro.
In addition, at Gattaro were a couple of new submarines
and ten modern destroyers. How far the dispositions
were subsequently modified I do not know.
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Guardsmen in the Making Recruits to Famous Regiments

On the left and right these photographs show recruits to the Scots Guards at physical
exercise at Caterham, where for nearly forty years the training depot of the
Brigade of Foot Guards has been established.

New members of the Irish Guards slow—marching to the treat by a special instrument, known as a metronome, which is seen
of a kettle—drum. The time kept by the drummer is controlled
on its tripod. Right : Lieut. Lord Clive, of the Welsh Guards.

Grenadier Guards at physical exercise and, on the right-,
men of the Irish Guards drilling at Caterham, known as "the
Cradle of the Guards." Since the commencement of the war

thousands of new recruits to the famous regiments in his
Majesty's Brigade of Guards have been trained at the depot,
and are 9ietting ready to join their comrades at the front.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor oY " The Aeroplane"

W

AR in the air is likely to become still more active
now that Italy has come in on the side Of the
Allies, for the Italian pilots are very fine, and
they have a good supply of well-built and well-cared-for
aeroplanes. Also the Italian airship fleet is the biggest in
the world, after Germany's„ and is, if anything, more
effective, because its ships are, as a rule, faster and able to
climb higher.
Last August Italy had over 200 military pilots, which,
is considerably more than this country had. Since
then Italy has been training new pilots as hard as she
can at all her military aerodromes. This means that
she must have multiplied the number of her pilots two or
three times, for she has lost none on active service, and
very few in. accidents—so far as. I can learn from friends in
Italy.
The Italian Army has had great advantages in reorganising its Flyino- Corps, as it has been doing during the
last few months, for
'' to begin with, quite a. number of
Italian flying - officers have already seen active service in
Tripoli, and the ChiefS of the corps have had the advantage
of obServing the 'work of the aircraft on both sides of the
present war ; for, ,being neutrals, they, or their representatives, in the guise of newspaper correspondents or
otherwise, have been allowed to see a good deal in France,
Germany, and Austria.
Italy's Knowledge of Cerman Aircraft

Germany in particular has rather made a point of being
civil to neutral newspaper people, even to the extent of
allowing an American reporter to fly over French territory
and within sight of the firing-line in one of their latest warplanes. Consequently, one may assume that the Italians
know just as Much as there is to know about the good
and bad qualities of German aeroplanes.
Very probably this accounts for the production recently
of an enormous fighting aeroplane at the Italian military
aeroplane works, managed by Signor Caproni—who built
a number of very promising aeroplanes before entering
GoVernment employ. This machine is a huge biplane,
which is really three aeroplanes rolled into one. It consists primarily of two " tractor " biplanes, of the familiar
type with the air-screw in front, placed side by side, with

the left wing of the right-hand body forming the right wing
of the left-hand body, as if they were flying hand-in-ham?.
This wing, which is common to both, acts also as the
central section of a " pusher " biplane, with the air-screw
or propeller behind, and carries on it " nacelle," or body
Of the sort commonly seen on Farman biplanes, in which
the body sticks out in front so as to carry a gun,
Each of the long bodies has an So h.-p. engine in front, and
the short central body has a go h.-p. engine behind, so that
the machine has; 250 h.-p. to heave her along, and it is stated
that if one engine stops she can fly quite well on the other
two. In the front of the central body, which stands out
well in advance of the two tractor screws, she carries a gun
of a size big enough to smash any aeroplane or airship tn
bits, and she is also able to carry really big bombs. It is
said that with all three engines running well, she climbs at
an astonishing - pace and flies very fast. Thus she should
easily account for anything put up against her.
The Fastest Airship in the World

Italy also possesses an airship, which is the fastest in the
world. This is called the VI, and was invented and
designed by Major Verduzio, one of the pioneers of Italian
military aeronautics. Whether it is called the V tyre
after its inventor, or because its "'velocity " is so high, is not
made known officially. Anyhow, its speed is over sixty
miles an hour, so that it would take a reasonably fast
aeroplane to catch it without a long, stern chase.
Against a Zeppelin the VI should have things all her
own way, for she has beaten all Zeppelin records for altitude by something like i,000 feet—she is quite ten miles
an hour faster, and can carry guns as heavy as any
Zeppelin can carry, as well as a fair quantity of bombs.
As far back as August last Italy had about 200 aeroplanes,
of which between 100 and i5o w ere quite fit to use in war,
and since then all the Italian aeroplane factories have been
building as fast as they can. In addition to these, quite a
fair number of American aeroplanes have been bought.
Taking it all round, Italy is very well equipped aerially,
and as Austria has to depend to a great extent on Germany
for her supply of aeroplanes, and pilots also, it means that
a goodly proportion of German aircraft will be drawn away
from the other fronts to keep an eye on the Italians.

What the hostile air—scout sees from above. Remarkable photograph, from a German source, of British troops on the march.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Brig.-Gan.ftirW.T.BRIDGES,
K.C.B.

Capt. S. A. GLEDSTANES,
1st Bedfordshire Regt.

Maj. 2ENEAS C. PERKINS,
40th Pathans.

Capt. F. H. BLACK,
1st Royal Warwickshire Regt.

Opt. K. D. M. MACLACHLAN, Capt. & Adjt. the Hon. E. E. M
2nd Sealorth Highlanders.
J. UPTON, 2nd K.R.R. Corps.

Capt. C. A. ANTROBUS,
1st K.O. Scottish Borderers.

Capt. C. F. H. TWINING,
Hampshire Regt.

Lieut. R. F. de TRAFFORD,
1st Gloucestershire Regt.

rigadier-General Sir William Throsby Bridges, K.C.B., was the Inspector-General
of the Australian Commonwealth Forces. He was gazetted a K.C.B. after his
death in action.
Captain and Adjutant the Hon. Eric Edward Montagu John Upton, 2nd King's Royal
Rifle Corps, was the eldest son and heir of Viscount Templeton. He joined' the King's
Royal Rifle Corps in 1905, when he was twenty years of age.
Lieutenant the Hon. Keith Anthony Stewart, 2nd Black Watch, was the younger son
of the Earl and Countess of Galloway. He was a splendid all-round sportsman, and
the year before he went to Sandhurst was captain of Harrow.
Captain Lord de Freyne, South Wales Borderers, was the fifth Baron, and succeeded
his father in 1913. Lord de Freyne, who was a relative of Sir John French, served as a
private in the United States Army in 1905, and was serving as a sergeant in the
Philippines when he succeeded to the title.

B

Engineer Lieut.-Commander
H. D. BISHOP, H.M.S. Goliath.

Lient. C. R. SPENCE,
R.F.A. & Royal Flying Corps.

Corn. 0. J.ZPRENTIS, R.N.
Naval Division (Dardanelles).

Lieut. C. F. WHITAKER.
2nd Duke of Wellington's RgL

Lt. the Hon. K. A. STEWART,
2nd Black Watch.

Lieut. R. de LIISIGNAN,
1st Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Sec.-Lieut. E. H. ORTON,
2nd Cameronians.

Lieut. R. S. PRYOR,
Sec.-Lt. H. G. S. DELEPINE,
Capt. Lord de FREYNE,
Sub.-Lt. B. T. R. MELLAND Sec.-Lieut. the Hon. H. Ft•
1st K.O.R. Lancaster Regt.
Duke of Cornwall's L.I.
South Wales Borderers.
R.N.V.R., Anson Batt.
HARDINGE, 2nd Ride Brig.
Portraits by E'llott & Fee. Be 3AY1119. &mane, Smaiuht, Lambert Weston, Heath, Russell, Lafayette, Rosemont.
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OUR DIARY OF THEW
Chronology of Events, May 13th to May 26th

MAY f3.—Continued French progress. The whole village of Carency
and the wood north of it have been carried be assault.
MAY Z3.—Fresh French success. Our ally carried a series of trenches
south-west of Souchez, and about six miles from the railway centre
of Lens.
Italian Cabinet resigns. Many demonstrations in favour of
war took place in Italy.
Petrograd, admitting the retirement of the Russian armies
in West Galicia, reports that a defensive concentration on the
banks of the River' San was being carried out. In East Galicia
the Russian counter-stroke pressed home with great effect.
Russian cavalry pierced the enemy's line, and penetrated almost
to the Rumanian frontier.
Kaiser's Garter Banners and Insignia removed from choir of
St. George's Chapel, Windsor. Together with the Austrian Emperor
and other enemy sovereigns he has been expelled front the Order.
Anti;.—United States' Note to Gei many. The full text published.
It is a strongly-expressed warning against the recurrence of such
outrages as the sinking 4f the Lusitanba. Reported resignation
of Lord Fisher, First Sea I ord.
MAY I6.—British break German line. Sir John French reports First
Army made successful attack between Richebourg l'Avoti6
and Festubert (north-west of La Bassi:I'? , breaking the enemy's
line over the greater part of a two-mile front.
French advance continued.
MAY 17.—Zeppelin raid on Ramsgate, forty or fifty -bombs dropped.
The aircraft later appeared over Dover -Harbour.
North of Ypres the French Staff report a continued advance.
MAY if.—Germans bombard Przemysl with intense artillery, fire.
In House of I orris the
Lord Kitchener's Review of War.
Secretary of State for War announced that our troops must be
adequately protected from asphyxiating gases by the use .,f similar
methods. He also announced that 300,00o more recruits were
required.
MAy ro.—Political Crisis. Prouder announced that the Government
is to be reconstructed.
Government request stewards of the Jockey Club to suspend
all race meetings, with the exception of Newmarket.
General Officer commanding the Mediterranean Force states
every day sees an improvement in the Franco-British position in
the Gallipoli Peninsula.
MAY 20.—Italy for War. The Italian Chamber gave its approval to the
declarations of the Government, which are interpreted as security
for the Government and a free hand for the prosecution of war
against Austria-Hungary and Germany.
Check to advance of the Austro-German Army from the lines
of the Dunajec. The Russians reported having fallen back
to the defences of the San. The left wing of the invading army,
operating to the north of the Upper Vistula, crushed in by the
Russians at Opatow, exposing the Austro-Germans on the San to
attack from the north as at 'ell'a.S. froth the east.

MAY 2.I.—British progress cast and south at La °Mugu& Rele and
numerous local fights for strong points behind the enem's_, original
lines.
Complete French Victory.
An attack by our all; on tile
southern slopes of Notre Datne de Lorette had brilliant results.
Italy and War. By the enormous majority 01 262 votes 4) 2
Italian Senate passed the Government Bill providing for the
measures necessary in the event of war.
MAY 22.—Disaster to British troop train. Latter, conveying the 7th
Royal Scots southwards, dashed into a local train near Gretna.
Scottish express from Euston dashed into mast of debris. All
three trains wrecked and caught fire. ON et- 200 killed and many
injured.
Press Bureau issued telegram from General Officer commanding
the Mediterranean Force in which stated that on May IS-to
Turks made-night attacks on Australian and New Zealand corps
which were all repulsed with heavy loss.
MAY 23.—French carry a series of trenches to the north of Nein idle
St. Vaast.
Italy Declares War. Italian Ambassador in Vienna presented a.
declaration of war against Austria.
MAY 24.—Italo-Austrian War. Austrian aeroplanes atterapted an
attack on the arsenal at Venice. At Porto Corsini there was an
air fight in which Italian aircraft drove off enemy. On the
Italian coast a raid was made by an Austrian scout and destroyers
on Barletta.
Italian destroyer attacked island of Porto Buso.
Austrians bombarded Ancona, an important naval base and
railway centre.
General Count Cadorna, who is to command. the Italian Armies,
left for the front._
British forced to give g'rcund east of Ypres owing, to German
attack under cover of poisonous, gases. - The enemy-penetrated
our line in-two or three places: Sir John French reported that
portions of original line already retaken.
In Galicia Russians have forced enemy by counter-attacks to
ach gradually on the defensive on almost the whole front. The
offensive which opened on May 2:2 developed with great success.
MAY 25.—Sir John French reports part of our line east of Ypres lost
during the enemy's gas attack has not yet been recovered. Over
a front of five miles gas was Emitted front cylinders throughout
period of four"and a half hours.
Italian Army crossed Austrian frontier in not th-east corner of
Venetia and occupied a number of villages in and near the v alley
of the Isonzo.
Germans renewed their attacks north of Przemysl.
May 26.—New Cabinet announced. composed of 22 msrnbers, a
National Government to win the war. Mr. Lloyd George is
Minister of Munitions, a newly-created post.
The ropyriszIas of lime por/raas published on pages 354 and 356 belanz
as follows :—.11r. H. W. Nevinson and Commander Bellairs,
; Mr. J. K. Jerome, Lizzie C. Smith.
Fry ; Sir Alfred Turaer,

General view of Venice, the " pride of the Adriatic," and the scene of one of the first acts of Austrian aggression. On May 24th
a hostile aeroplane dropped bombs on the arsenal, which is indicated by the rising smoke on the extreme right of this picture.
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A PICTURE—RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

"COLD STEEL!" BRITISH ABOUT TO CHARGE.—
wonderfully vivid photograph of Germans assaulting British
trenches. The oncoming enemy is seen in the left—hand corner,
while our soldiers, with bayonets fixed and every nerve strained

A
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to the limit of human endurance, anxiously await the inspiring
command "Charge I" from their officer, standing in the centre.
The moment is tense, the most thrilling in human strife. In a
flash our 11 Tommies" will be "UP and at 'em I"
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WHY THE WAR WILL NOT LAST LONG F.1.7.'hitrecl ...
Probably no military expert is snore qualified to write on the duration of the European straggle, than
Col, F. N. Maude, C.B. Prominent as a war critic, and author of " Cavalrv—Its Past and Future" and
" Evolution of Strategy," both of which have had the distinction of being translated into German, and other
important works, his views on this momentous _question are singularly valuable.

T

0 one who knows something of the statistical facts
underlying the present struggle, the perturbation
in the nerves of the British public seems entirely
out of proportion to the needs of the situation. Doubly so
since Italy has at length cast in her lot with the Ahlies.
Nevertheless, the danger which threatens our national
prestige in the futute from ill-considered political agitation
is so very real that the citation of a few figures may be
useful. It may serve to check or moderate the exuberant
and intemperate zeal of those who are now belabouring
the very willing horses, at home and abroad, who are
endeavouring to hasten the tardy appearance of our great
armies at the front.
When the war broke out, the Dual Alliance was very
decidedly superior in numbers and equipment, immediately
ready for the field, to the combined- forces of the several
Allies. But the resources behind the latter, alike in men
and in manufacturing facilities, were by far the - greater ;
all they needed was time to adapt themselves to the new
conditions.
The devotion of the troops, and also and above all the
genius of the French Staff — who had taught their methods
to Belgium and Russia as well as to our own Army—have
stifficed to gain this time for us. From
onwardstaw
e
not only outnumber the enemy, but we have shown that
we can outfight him on anything like equal terms, man for
man and gun for gun. At the same time, our strategists
have shown themselves so far superior to their antagonists
that they have been able to compel the enemy to waste
his substance in a series of efforts, which have never had a
chance of succeeding since the 7th Division closed the
critical gap at Ypres in October.
Thanks to this strategy it was possible for the French
Staff to establish a wastage of men in the German armies
at the rate of a quarter of a million a month. This is a
conservative estimate, for the German losses in Poland

up to date have not been revealed, and no allowance is
made therein for deaths from disease_ and invaliding
through sickness.
At that rate -the available resources of Germany would
be completely exhausted before November, thcse of Austria
mach sooner. It is certain, however,- that this rate of
wastage has been .very largely exceeded during the last
three months, and it will be immensely increased now that
Italy—to be followed presently by Rumania — has joined
the Allies. Italy and Rumania between them can put a
further two and a half millions into the field,
The balance in numbers stands, therefore, approximately
as follows : Belgium, 120,000 ; Great Britain, 3,000,000 ;
France,_ 4,000,000 ; Italy and Rumania, 2,500,000 ; Russia,
io,000,000 to draw on as and when required. I say nothing
of the advantage that sea-power confers upon us. We will
also leave out all but 2,000,000 Russians, for we do not
know whether more than that are actually at the front.
This gives 11,620,000 for the whole Alliance, as against
not more than 5,000,000 Germans and 3,000,000 Austrians,
including not only those on the several fronts but all who
are physically capable of carrying a rifle and kit on the
line of march.
Surely, with these odds in our favour, there should be
no cause for despair, even if we—the British—could not
send out a single round of high-explosive shell for the next
six weeks !
What is certain, however, is that the rest of the Allies
sill not wait for us if we are not ready. And it will stand
as an everlasting disgrace to the whole country, should overzealousness, engendered by newspaper competition and
political wrongheadedness, create the confusion and delay in
supply which could alone
render such unreadiness
Possible.

WILL IT BE A THREE YEARS' WAR ?

T

HE answer to this question must be looked for at the all grew weary of their efforts, dissolved the coalition, and
made peace separately. And here is the importance of
end of a chain of " ifs " and " buts " of indefinite
the historical parallel. The Prussians to-day regard
length, unless we shorten it •by first resolving the
Not a
question—How will the war end ? For, of course, hostilities Frederick as their national_ hero and exemplar.
military treatise in Germany fails to exhibit " the great
may cease from other than military causes. The death of
King " as a model ruler and his army as a model army.
rulers, the defection of allies, or a great accession of strength
by many neutrals joining one side are circumstances that
On the face of it, evidently history may repeat itself ;
may have sudden and far-reaching consequences, But if
but now we must take into account modern conditions.
we eliminate these political factors, the end must come For one thing, the pace is faster. ..Armies do not go into
either through a coup—naval or winter quarters and repair, as formerly, the ravages of war ;
military—or by what is called the the consumption of projectiles is greater, and therefore
process of, attrition, which implies larger numbers of men must be maintained in, the
that each side is so equally matched arsenals ; again, armies demand more in the way of luxury,
that neither - can destroy- the other and this keeps tens of thousands of men actin,as auxiliary
by skill, and therefore will fight on troops — as hewers of wood and drawers of
b water, and
until one side comes to the end of as hospital <attendants — who in other days would be
its resources in men or ammunition. fighting. A vast proportion of the wounded are now patched
In other words, we may witness a up, but for long periods they draw pay and rations, while
Sadowa, or we may have to live their families have to be maintained, although no service is
through a period of war such as rendered. The financial strain will be felt all the quicker
that waged in the Southern States now that armies and nations no longer live the simple life.
of America in the 'sixties.
Frederick waged war for seven years without incurring
Indeed, the present situation is debt, but his successor cannot hope to do so.
not unlike that which Macaulay
Balancing one factor with another, then, I conclude that
describes in his famous essay on if Germany 'remains passive, and so imposes the disFrederick the Great, since Frederick advantages of the offensive on her opponents, we shall
had seized Silesia, and only desired to retain his conquest,
have a three years' war ; but if she should play into our
while William has occupied Belgium and Northern France,
hands by attempting a great battle for Calais or Paris, or
and 'doubtless would be well content to keep his present
any other geographical
gains. The coalition in the 18th century strove against
point, General Joffre
Frederick for seven years, but failed to overcome him.
should be able to finish the
Even when his decimated army contained whole battalions
war immediately by seizing
of deserters and prisoners, the Prussian King held on, and
the German communicaso raised the price of success that his antagonists after
tions with the Rhine.
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Trapped in a Gas Cloud : Victims of Poison Fumes

Victims of Germany's inhuman poison gas. French soldiers lying insensible behind a trench after a gas attack. If they do not die
immediately from asphyxiation, and awake from this insensibility—which is the first effect of the gas—the soldiers are slowly strangled
by tine secretion, produced by the fumes, filling their lungs. Then they develop acute bronchitis, from which many expire in agony.

Looking utter ly worn out and lying as though asleep, these French soldiers are suffering from the first effects of the poison vapour•
after having been trapped in a gas cloud. Many of the Allies' soldiers,strong, healthy, and without a wound, have died stow, agonis—
ing deaths through inhaling the stifling fumes. They have been literally drowned gradually aster struggling for hours to breathe.

LONG ILL THE WA
SIR JAMES H. YOXALL, M.P., General Secretary of the National
Union of Teachers, and author, thinks that Christmas may see
the dawn of peace. According to his view, the collapse of
industrialism in Germany will greatly -help - the Allies' cause.

HAVE five family reasons in khaki—for hoping the'
war may end soon. But I recognise the bitterlydesperate, stubborn kind of men• the German leaders
are. As they promised months ago, they are likely to
" fight till the last breath of man and horse." Though
hopeless of final victory, they will
all ;the more hold on, like w ild
cats cornered, like boars at bay, all
fang, tusk and temerity.
Moreover, the Kaiser is not likely
to forget the example set him by
Frederick the Great, whom he
thinks he re-incarnates. Frederick
held on for seven years through
defeat and disaster, till the Powers
of Europe dropped him as too hot to
hold, too prickly to handle any more.
German newspapers frequently
refer to that precedent now-, and I
think the Great General Staff expect
to wear the Allies out, and by
"frightfulness " and persistency to purchase a patched-up
peace, such as that which followed the Seven Years' War.
Then Germany would begin to prepare anew.
The probability is, therefore, that the Germans, if not
the Austro-Hungarians also, will try to fight in the defensiveoffensive as long as men, munitions, and guns last out. But
here comes in a vital consideration. Can Germany hold out
as Prussia did some two centuries ago ? Prussia was then
agricultural ; the people, dwelling in villages and markettoWns, lived by barter and payments " in kind." But
Prussia is industrial now—or was when the war began.
And Germany is besieged. Can a country which must
largely live, if live at all, upon imported raw materials
and food and the sale of exported manufactures, wage a
long war, and last out if imports and exports have been
cut off ? There is no instance in history.
From what I know of the German people one can hardly
expect them to revolt against the Kaiser and his policy ;
but they cannot hold out, even if they would, as the Prussian
serfs held out under Frederick the Great. A two-thirds
industrial nation does not live by food alone, but also by
labour to earn money, and money to buy supplies. If
German labour cannot get work, if food grow-s dearer just
when there is less cash to buy it with, if the currency be not
cash but ever-depreciating assignats, if internal credit be
gone and external credit low, then in economic essentials
as well as in men Germany is even now bleeding herself
white. Now that Italy has joined the circular siege which
is starving her, how long can Germany hold out ?
I expect that they will try to hold out through another
winter, but will be losing men and supplies dreadfully all
the time. So that
perhaps Christmas
may, appropriately, ,,..
witness the dawning of peace.

I

61R W I 1-1.. IA NI M. RA NISAY, the eminent archseologist, historian,

and traveller, believes that the war can only end within a reasonable time if the Allies' win. The Prussian, being a bully, can
but hold out until he feels the allied resistance too strong for him.

HERE are two possibilities to be considered : (t) The
Germans do not win. (2) The Germans win. The
latter alternative we set aside ; although it deserves
consideration in a dispassionate treatment of the subject.
The only chance of the war ending within reasonable
time lies in the victory of the Allies. From a military
point of view the prospect is said to be that the war will
last two years more, for a war which is largely of the nature
of a siege on a gigantic scale matures very slowly. I
venture to think on psychological grounds that a speedier
end may be hoped for. Those friends of mine who have
known the Germans best agree in this conception of their
character. They are a brave and resolute people, who

T
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will fight obstidately to a certain point, but who collapse
after that - point, is:"reached. ' Put it from another point of
vie-vv. The Prussian character partakes of the nature of
the'bulb', and the bully's Way is to beat down Opposition,
until he finds that the resistance is too strong, at which
point he collapses. In my small experience of Germans- in
business, they try . to bombard and batter their clients
into buying their wares.
This point has not yet been nearly reached, nor is
there any sign of its being reached. From all that I can
learn, popular confidence in ultimate victory is as strong as
ever. The confidence is indeed more chastened. At first it
wasi a confident expectation of victory, or even of early
victory ; but now the qualification, " ultimate," is added.
Still the feeling in the popular mind will last at least
until, as the result of some serious defeat, the sacred
soil of the Fatherland is definitely invaded.
Prussian policy relies greatly on terrorising its opponents, because it -knows that German character is liable
to collapse in this way, and it judges others by the Germans. Failing to terrorise, it still continues to invent
ingenious new methods of terrorising ; but it has not
learned that these methods only intensify the resolve cf
French, Slav, and Briton to die rather than live under
such a system. Moreover, from fear of this possible
collapse, Prussian policy initiates various abominable
ways of fighting, -partly at
least intending to make the
nation outlaw itself so that
it may be forced to fight to
the — end because it can
expect no mercy.
MR. WALTER EMANUEL, the 'well - knoWn humorous
writer, does not believe in a short war, though he is of the
opinion that conscription would ensure a speedier termination, and also solve the problem of the supply of munitions.

I

WISH I could believe that it is going to be a s'iori: war ;
but we cannot, of course, make peace until Germany sues
for it, and is really beaten—and a great coup. a smashing
victory, cn either side is lucre difficult than in any previous
war owing to the elemenis of surprise and secrecy being
rendered almost impossible by
reason of scouting aircraft.
Further, I am of the opinion
that we and- our Allies will never
be able by any terms tint are
imposed after victory to make a
virile nation like the Germans
innocuous for more than, say,
twenty-five' years, unless Germ a ny
herself says, " Never again shall
Prussia be top-dog." At present
there are no signs of such an -internal revolution.
- Meanwhile, a factor which
would undoubtedly shorten the
war would be the introduction by
the Government of conscription. Not only would that
be a most satisfactory intimation to Germany that we
intend to go cn until we win throUgh, but it would have a
most heartening influence on our troons at the front.
Never again shall we have such a chance of carryingthrough a measure that will be of incalculable value to
the nation during and after the war. This is the heavens
sett Moment for passing a statute which the dirty game of
vote-catching, er politics, has hitherto made impcssible.
- Moreover, I believe that conscription would ssAve the
ifficulty of the delay in the production of munitions of
war and other necessaries. No persons engaged in such:
work would, if the measure Were properly drafted, beliable to serve so long as their work was satisfactory ; but,'
so soon as they slacked, they would be sent to the front
at the earliest possible opportunity,
and men would be
fetched back from
the firing-line to
-0,'''''''''''''
take their places.
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Work and Play with Britain's Manhood-in-Arms

An unrehearsed incident during manceuvres. Two soldiers of the Essex
Cyclists ensuring an appetite while waiting for their dinner.

Humour at the expense of the steak. British soldier tries with a pitchfork
to make some impression on a hard ration.

The mounts have been tied head to tail, while their riders, two Yeomanry
Special way of tethering horses to prevent a stampede.
scouts, crawl forward on reconnaissance. Inset Lurking death among the hedges. Machine—gun and its crew well placed.

The 11-,u 111,
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British Cavalrymen crossing the ale at Cairo

Men of the Herts Yeomanry crossing the Nile at the Barrage Delta on a raft made of tarpaulin sheets packed with straw.
These rafts will each carry about seven men with their saddles and equipment.

The cavalrymen's horses swimming across the Nile by the aid of an endless rope to which they are attached. Horses are transported
very quickly across the river by this means, an average of ninety crossing in ten minutes.

Working the endless rope to which the horses are attached as they swim over the Nile. Five horses are just being hitched to the rope
ready for their crossing. These photographs (exclusive to "The War Illustrated") were taken by a Yeomanryman stationed at Cairo.
As in Europe, cavalry are at present of little use, but they are taking the place of infantry that have gone to the Dardanelles.
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Amphibious British Activities n the Dardanelles

H.M.S. Majestic, that was sunk off the Gallipoli Peninsula,
leaving Mudros Bay with a number of destroyers. Inset :
Major—General W. R. Birdwood, C.B., A.D.C. C.S.I.,
C.I.E., D.S.O., who is in command of the Australian
contingents in the Dardanelles, seated outside his bomb—proof
hut at the front in Gallipoli.

Some of the Empire's soldiers going ashore at the Dardanelles, having just left the transport s.s. Nile. _Like their comrades in France
and Flanders,these men who are about to help towards the ultimate victory over the Turks, are cheerful and optimistic. These photo—
graphs were taken by Mr. Ashmsad—Bartlett, the famous correspondent, who was in H.M.S. Majestic when the was torpedoed.
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Italy retaliates on the Al$y of Barbarism

One of the enormous guns now blasting a way for our new ally into Austria. In size and shape it is similar to the French 155 mm.
The Italian artillery is likely to prove itself as effective in the war as that of the French.

Prompted by the humiliating treatment meted out to unfortunate Italians in Austria, inhabitants of Milan wrecked German property
to the value of £60,000. This photograph shows the burning of furniture in front of the Settentrionale Palace, Milan.
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Italy's Famous Green-Plumed Sharpshooters

Bersaglieri, when on the " march," always cover the ground at a quick trot, which they can maintain for hours. The Bersaglieri
(marksmen) are the pride of the Italian Army, and form picturesque figures in their blue uniforms, with red facings, and their black,
broad—brimmed hats, adorned with flowing green cocks' feathers.

Men of the famous regiment of sharpshooters at drill. The Bersaglieri were formed in 1836, and played a brave part in the long
struggle for Italian unity. The Bersaglieri Regiments now number about 100,000 men. The Austrians have already experienced
to their cost the splendid fighting qualities of these fearless warriors.

ftloi It or Ii/u6tratcd, 12th June, 1915.
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The Martyrdom of Belgium's Infant Innocents

Four pretty Belgian children who were wounded by the explosion of the same shell
during the bombardment of Coxyde. The youngest is only six weeks old. '

injured Belgian child who was' being conieYed
to a place of safety by two Sisters of Mercy.

T

Taking the sun cure. Wounded Belgian soldiers and a civilian convalescing on the
beach at La Panne, one of the few remaining Flemish towns still in Belgian hands.

HE photographs on this page„ show the
latest innocent victims of
scourge, These Spartan children, the youngest
is only six weeks old, can claim "in years to
come to has e been in the fighting-line with the
bravest.
They are mostly inhabitants of -Ypres and
neighbouring villages, which are- nawfjo , their
death agonies, thanks to, German shells:
"Necessity knows no law," says 'the cy;.leal
Teuton. He is not satiated with sacking the
land, with disfiguring its beautiful fdce for all
time, with crucifying its adult pdpulation,
but - must needs wage atrocious warfare= on
infants.
But the blood of the innocents only makes
more certain the day of retribution. It is
far away even yet, but it is marked in the book
of Time. To break the organised barbarians
will entail long and costly efforts, Italy, the
first neutral to realise the impossibility of
German domination, has thrown in her lot with
the forces of civilisation. How long will it be
before the whole world rises omnipotent to
crush the viper of Kaiserism ?

'31"40"60f,

Wounded Belgian soldier in one of the new com—
fortable hammock—beds on board a hospital ship.

Tiny victims of the War Lord's ruth. Children injured in the last bombardment
of Ypres now safely installed in a hospital out of the danger—zone.
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War in the Woodlands of Northern France

The beautiful woodlands on the frontier of France are fast being levelled into barren wastes by the enemy in occupation. The timber
is utilised for war purposes, principally to solidify trenches and earthworks. This photograph shows German soldiers loading rail
trucks with lumber with the aid of a powerful crane.

One of the most thrilling and fascinating acts in -modern warfare is the duel between the air scout andltke- anti—aircraft gun. The tense interest in following the projectiles speeding towards the frail bird—machine may be gathered from the expressions on the faces
of the Germans working the machine—gun seen in the above snapshot.

The Wai Ilb,Wrated, 12th
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Scenes of Battle in the Austrian Trenches

Austrians firing on the Russians from a first—line trench on the Carpathians front. Red Cross-men are seen attending to one of the
wounded. It will be noticed that these Austrian trenches afford but slight protection to the men, being merely a series of rifle—pits
dug in the rising ground.

Another view of the Austrians in their trenches while fighting against the Russians was in progress. These photographs were taken
at great risk by the photographer, who was under fire all the time. A fallen Austrian is seen behind his rifle—pit.

2'hc War
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Undaunted Belgian Troops in Vigorous Action

Belgians charging over the sand-dunes in Flanders. It will be seen that one man has just fallen. Except when the Germa,ns have
overwhelmed them with vastly superior numbers, or fought with their poison-gas, nothing has daunted these heroic infantrymen.

Belgian mounted infantrymen making a sortie from a wood in the North of France. Their horses are tethered among the trees in the
background. The Belgian soldiers are still fighting valiantly against the invaders who have waged a pitiless, demoniacal warfare on
defenceless non-combatants and on women and children of the stricken country.

rI
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PRAYERS BEFORE WAR WORK—An impressive Church of England service in
the open was held at Basingstoke, in the" presence of the officers and men of the 10th

Division of Irish troops. This photograph shows the soldier congregation seated on the
grass awaiting the sermon, In the background the enormous camp of tents is seen.
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The Germans' Sanitary Train in the Field

Interior of one of the bathing coMpartiiiintS in a German bathtrain with rows of douches on the roof.
•

A German Red Cross waggon about to be disinfected. The coach
is being pushed into a specially-constructed disinfecting apparatus.

Germans have in use a number of trains conT HEsisting
of specially-constructed compartments in

which their soldiers can obtain hot baths. These trains,
which journey backwards and forwasds at the rear of
the firing-lines, consist of locomotives and tenders, also
waggons with a reservoir 'that contains about, 2,
gallons of water, and other waggons divided into compartments w ith 'baths- and "douches,-providing-bathing
accommodation for fifty men at one time-in each train.
Another striking instance of the completeness of
Germany's war -equipment is afforded by: the fact that,
installed at Potsdam, is a remarkable Apparatus for
disinfecting railway coaches " en bloc." This apparatus
is built, as seen by our photographs, like a tunnel, and is
large enough to contain a whole railway' waggon or
carriage. When the coach is inside, the " lid " of the
tunnel is closed by Machinery, and the train is thoroughly
disinfected throughout by a eertain process.
Disease is a terrible foe to all armies in war-time,
and the medical and sanitary corps work hard to
combat infection..=

One of Germany's special bathing trains that travel behind the firinglines and provide bathing accommodation for the soldiers.

Another view of ,the remarkatple,apparatus, installed at Potsdam, in which an entire railway coach can be thoroughly disinfected.
The ciiaOh. inlide has been used `to carry infictioui cases " from the front, and is about to be disinfected before being put into
commission again, in order to safeguard against infection among the troops.

Our Allies' "Gasbag" Outpost of the Skies
I-

Type of captive balloon now used by both the Allies and the Germans.
In this photograph it is being inflated preparatory to making an
ascent. The balloon's chief value lies in its stability, which enables
observers to "spot" artillery in comparative comfort.

French soldiers hauling a captive balloon to the point of
ascension.

T is really a moot point \\nether the much-vaunted
Zeppelin is, from a military point of view, as useful a
development of the old-fashioned " gasbag " airship as the
captive balloon of the Parseval-Siegsfeld type, so largely
used in the war on the Continent by both sides of belligerents.
Its uses are at least more practicably demonstrable than
those of the leviathan Zeppelins. The exclusive photographs
on this page give a good idea of this queer aerial outpost.
As an aerial post of observation the Parseyal-Siegsfeld
is unequalled, on account of its stability in the wind.
The ordinary spherical balloon is useless for such work,
because, being completely at the mercy of the wind, no
passengers could stand the motion for any length of time.
The Parseval type overcomes this difficulty by a tubular
arrangement attached to one end of the gasbag, and which
is open to admit the air in a steady current,
\\Tien a gust of wind strikes the balloon, this appendix
inflates, and thereby acts as a rudder in keeping the craft
head on, and preserves the balance in such a y,-ay as to
reduce the motion to a minimum.
This captive balloon is capable of rising to an altitude
of 5,000 feet, and at such a height it has a tremendous
radius of vision.

tiOw the gasbag is transported, attached to a waggon carrying the inflating apparatus. The curious open, tail—like appendix acts
as a sort of rudder, and holds the balloon steady when aloft by filling with air according to the force of the wind.
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A Rest near Nancy
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The Obstinate Mule

On the Sain de Sucre height, which overlooks, from an altitude of about 1,000 feet, the famous French frontier city of Nancy. Three
French officers are enjoying a welcome rest in the morning sunshine within a short distance of the fighting—line.

Obstinate as ever. Three French soldiers trying to get a mule on board a train at the station of Tout, where one of the great forts
that protect the north—eastern section of France is situate. The value of mules as draft animals has been proved again and again in
the war. Both the French and British Armies are making use of these animals to draw guns and waggons.

BY
By F. A. McKenzie, "Daily Mail" War Correspondent

A

MONTH ago, writing in this weekly survey of the
war, I ventured to warn my readers against a very
decided and dangerous tendency to over-confidence
and complacency then prevailing. `7 The peril is that
a people elated by a false complacency to-day are apt to
be plunged into needless pessimism to-morrow. The man
who is certain now that the Germans will be swept from
the board will be inclined, a month hence, when the fighting
is fiercer than ever, to declare that we can do nothing
against them," At the moment of writing my forecast
seems coming true.
Pessimism and complacency are both of them accursed
in war time. There is no need for the one and no excuse
for the other. The pessimist is able to point to some
facts in support of his position. The most disquieting of
these is the grave differences of opinion that recent events
proved exist, or existed, among the men at the head of
our fighting forces. It is useless to deny that this is a
N-err disturbing featttre ; all we can hope is that the recent
developments and changes have ended it. Our confidently
anticipated sprin,advance in Flanders has not taken
place. We have blost rather more ground than we have
gained there recently. While our French allies are fighting
with the greatest dash and skill, they have no opportunity
of an immediate decisive victory over any considerable
part of the theatre_ of war. The Russian advance has been
held up, and the see-saw on the eastern front goes on,
with terrible cost to both sides, Our Dardanelles campaign
is being fought at a heavy price. We must, for the sake
of our prestige in the Mohammedan world and for the sake
of Russia, go on with it. But it means the diversion of
a strong force, and high casualties.
.The Position at Home
The position in the British Isles is being affected by
four factors—the difficulty in meeting the Zeppelin raids,
the submarine war, the scarcity of labour, and the rise in
the price of foodstuffs. Our nation is still unorganised.
While the great mass of our people have responded eagerly
to the call of war, there are still shirkers and " funkers " who
disgrace us. They are " waiting to be fetched," they say.
They seem to have discovered some magic quality in this
phrase, such as our ancestors found in " that blessed
word Mesopotamia." The average man has been disgusted
by the unholy intriguing and scrambling among the
piacemen for office when the Coalition Government was
formed.
I have stated the case for the pessimists as fairly as I
can. Each of these items is true. The public know
the facts, and no attempt to burke them or to shirk them
can prevent their discussion wherever men meet. Secrecy
May be necessary sometimes but it is always an evil, for
it reads to the magnification of every ill-rumour, and ,..it is
the forcing house for the growth of suspicion and distrust.
How America Helps Us
The real lesson of these unfavourable facts is not that
we can do nothing, but that we must do more. The forces
rallying to our side are steadily growing. America has
to-day become the unofficial ally of the Allies. Whatever
course of action her Government has decided upon—I for
one have rio doubt but that it will worthily maintain the
national honour--the people are for us. The process of
1:vinning America for the Allies, begun by the German doings
in Belgium, was completed by the sinking of the Lasitania,
and men and women, from California to Maine, including
many of German descent, hope, work, and pray to-day
-fdr- the success of our armies. America as a sympathetic
neutral may, at this stage, be of even more help to us than
as- a fighting partner. Her great work in this sear is to
supply us with arms and munitions. For some Months
niany of the largest American engineering works have been
clamouring to serve us.- -'They could turn oat guns, shells,
and munitions of war adequate even for our greatest needs:
Civen reasonable guarantees and straight treatment, a

hundred cities and five hundred thousand workmen will
become in a month our most effective partners. The scale on
which they are prepared to operate may be shown from
the fact that one American syndicate alone is said recently
to have offered to supply a million rifles of the newest
typo.
Ammunition tile Decisive Factor
The full co-operation of American business houses has
been hindered during the past few months by lack of
business knowledge on the part of our responsible
authorities. Mr. Lloyd George's appointment as Minister
of Munitions has ended all this. If he lives up to his cld
record—as we are all sure that he will—the American
aid will be utilised to the utmost. This aid is worth in
men live army corps to us. In effective increase of our
fighting capacity it is worth still more. One of the ablest
American military observers at the front recently returned
home and was asked about the comparative strength
and numbers of the armies on either side. His ans,s, er
was significant : " There is no greater delusion in calculating
the probabilities of war than that of numbers. It has
been demonstrated again and again in the past that
numerically inferior forces can defeat opponents of vastly
greater numbers. To my mind the decisive factor in all
fighting is ammunition and ammunition supplies."
Accompanying the problem of the high explosives is
another—the increase of our supply of heavy artillery.
Our new big guns are splendid, but up to very recently
e certainly had not nearly enough of them. The increase
of heavy guns and of all munitions will enable us to bring
our heavy reserve forces into action. On the actual fighting
field of France we are fighting with increasing strength,
growing numbers, and expanding power.
Can the Germans succeed iribreakin,through our lines
in Flanders before we bring our full strength
b
into action,
and by the use of poisonous gases and of an overwhelming
artillery fire sweep us aside ? Judging from what has
already happened this is highly improbable. Their spring
attack on the north-west has lasted about seven weeks.
They are still fighting hard to get to Calais. Pp to now
they have failed. They have sacrificed the pick of their
men this spring in wholesale fashion, and have exhausted
all the resources of science against us. Their gains have
been trivial.
Our Growing Alliances
The next factor in our favour is the growing rally of
the neutral nations to our side. The coming of Italy
has brought not alone her great Fleet, but an effective
fighting Army of two million men to us. The main Balkan
States—Rumania, Bulgaria, - and Greece—May at any
time now join us. The mutual jealousies of these countries
and their rival claims cannot permanently shut theni out
of action. There is no question to-day on whose side they
will come. To the north, Holland, while naturally desirous
of peace, recognises that the hour may come when her onlyhope of permanent independence is to join us. She is
ready to flood- her dykes and to fight with her six hundred
thousand men with us, if fight she must. The only
European country that really sympathises with Germany
is Sweden.
When I look at Britain itself I find much reason for
encouragement. Large and splendid sections -of the people
threw themselves heart and soul into the struggle at the
beginning. The others are now coming more and more
to realise that we are at war, and that this is
a war demanding every ounce of our strength and everyconcentration of our effort if we are to avoid defeat.
Complacency is folly. To sneer at our enemy and to
entertain hopes of- his early submission, or of starving bins
out, is vain. We have to Organise, mobilise, and concentrate
to give our women as well as our men opportunity to do
their share, and to 'tell our people what they have to do.
They will do it.
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Indians wage Mountain Warfare in East Africa

The difficulties of fighting in German East Africa may be said to be greater than (those encountered in Flanders and the Dardanelles.
This photograph shows a mountain gun coming into action. Owing to the rough country the gun has to be transported in sections
on the backs of mules, and refitted actually in the line of fire.

Two mountain guns, with Indian crews, in action. German East Africa is putting up a hard fight. Like the Fatherland, it was well
prepared for war, and the natural difficulties in these tropical parts are likely to make the campaign a long and bitter one.
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By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R. N,, M.P.
\• iv
•
have a new Cabinet. and the heads of the Navy
i .Ehave
changed as well. It is stated that all these

2. The loss of the, other two ships arises from the same
false assumption about home waters.
changes are because Lord Fisher suddenly
Our destroyer force was withdrawn from the Mediterabsented himself from the Admiralty. - T116 account in the ranean, and the total pro-vision of deStroyers was for the
Press is that there was a difference of opinion over the barest requirements of home waters. NOW that - Italy has
Dardanelles operations being commenced without an joined the Allies, a large number of French destroyers will.
army. Is this view to be reconciled with the fact that be released, and there will be enough to foil the enemy's
the big series of bombardments began on February iOth, destroyers and submarines in a way similar to the splendid
or three months before the public quarrel ?
team, work done by our squadron off Flanders.
.
The most recent episode in naval affaim was the surprising
3. In the first instance the operations were apparently
way in which the much-threatened Lusitania was allower'l undertaken in the expectation of assistance from Greece,
to make her landfall at Kinsale Head, on
the ordinary Rumania, and Bulgaria. If so, they ignored the oldest
route, without any naval protection.
historical lesson, such as caused the miscarriage of invasions
The coming inquiry is a purely Board of Trade affair, of Great Britain through reliance on Jacobite assistance
conducted by the law officers of the Crown, who are and of Ireland through French hopes of a national
certainly not likely to bring in Admiralty responsibility. rebellion. One fact is, however, clear. Instead of Queenstown—Where
No belligerent should ever undertake extraneous opera- the naval force was stationed—having the conduct of
-lions winch his own armed forces cannot carry through
matters, the Board of Admiralty, according to Mr. successfully, and of which the political consequences haye
Churchill's statement, sent - two messages, one of which not been fully probed. On both these points of policy
was acknowledged " very shortly before the attack." we now know that the fallen Government grievously erred,
These were, of course, wireless messages. Until we know
4 From August Hill, when the arrival of the Gceben at
the purport of those messages everything is conjecture.
and we have to content ourselves with Mr. Churchill's Constantinople made Turkey's participation in the . War a
certainty, to April '?5th, \Allen we landed troops, the TuritS
statement that "from the information regarding sub certainty,
nearly nine months to turn Gallipoli into a vaSt
Marines which we had, we sent warnings to the Lusitania,
entrenched camp.
and directions as to her course,"
To do so meant drawing great forceS from elsewhere.,
Lessons From the Dardanelles
and only the certainty that we were going to attack theM
The loss of. . the battleship Goliath by a modern Turkish would instil' s, it. All the earl* bombardmentswere most
destroyer's night attack, and of .the battleship
Triumph by unfortunate in indicating our intentions. The only cOna German submarine's day attack, following on the loss of solation is that if an Italian expedition really has landed at
three battleships in the Dardanelles by mines, gives us a Rhodes Island, the Turks will be at their wits' end to
vivid picture of the perils of naval work when - all the provide forces at the threatened points where it may
means are not at hand for the most perfect team corn- strike.
bination. The sinking of the Triumph is doubly unfortunate,
is .refreshing
turnthat
to the
success
of, the
as her officers- and •men had acquired skilled experience at It
submarines.
It istotrue
the splendid
Allies have
lost three
in
Tsingtau with the Japanese forces in combining with an the
- ardanelles, but • theY have carried out their object
D
army on shore. Our losses bring home to us various since Fir and Ei4 entered the Sea of Marmora, and
lessons, which may be summarised :
4. The folly of the school which used to teach that all produced a state of alarm and chaos in the water transport
our naval work would be in home waters, and so led to no system which is so Vital to the Turkish forces in the
proper - plans being prepared for dealing with so likely an Galpoli Peninsula.
Successes in the Adriatic
event as operations in the Dardanelles. As recently as
event
Th,e Navy has done remarkably well in all its legitimate
Ipo6 ate ehad
haddifferences with Turkey verging on w
,
To this refusal, to think out in advance operations work in the Dardanelles, in the landing and assisting troops
outside home waters, is attributable the absence of net against great and long prepared defences, and now in theS6
defences for the ships, and the loss of ships through mines, submarine attacks. It is to be hoped that the latter will
for the briefest consideration of the Dardanelles fixes on Yee persisted in, even though discouraging losses occur
the mind the thought of a channel in which the current is from time to time.
always flossing out-wards.
The honours of war arc so far with the Italians in -the
Adriatic. In 1914 they publicly announced that Venice was their only
fortified port, judiciously introducing
this statement into regulations about
foreign warships saluting on entering
Italian ports. The Austrian cruiser
Novara and two destroyers appear to
have relied on this, and to have
received some severe handling from
concealed guns at Porto Corsini.
Two Austrian destroyprs were badly
damaged and a subma'rine sunk in -a
fight at sea, and several destroyers
moored alongside each' other at
Sebeiaico are stated to have been
struck by bombs dropped from a
dirigible. An Italian destroyer, probably operating from the river torpedo
base on the Livenza (20 miles west
of Buso and 40 miles from Trieste),
bombarded the barracks and destroyed
thequays and a number of motorThe s.s. River Clyde, which, crowded with British troops, was purposely run aground on
boats at the Austrian frontier port of
the beach at Sedd—ul--Bahr, in the Gallipoli Peninsula, in order that the soldiers might
Bus-o.
.12111d without delay under the fierce Turkish fire.

Thc War illustrated, 12th June, 1915.

World-Wwe Ecr oes of the Clash of Arms

Scottish soldiers learning to ride motor—cycles on
the canal bank in a French town where they are
enjoying a brief respite from the trenches.

French officer, muddy and torn, on his
return from the trenches.

German siege—mortars captured by the French, German airman fixing a bomb on his
and now placed on view in Paris.
aeroplane before starting his flight.

Crumpled bow of a French ship, the Phryne, after she had been
wrecked by the pirates.

Dummy used by Germans to draw the Allies' fire, with the
men who captured it, a French and British soldier.

With their shaven heads and thin, stiff limbs, these coloured
soldiers of the King's African Rifles present a weird spectacle.

.77,c
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"

P

OSSIBLY by_ the time _ these notes appear—as they
have to be written some days before going to press-- there may have been other raids on London ; but,
in any case, the first raid of, Monday last week gives one
some idea 'of the comparative futility of the Zeppelin as
an instrument of " frightfulness." Accordino- to the official
account, about ninety bombs were 'dropped,° which -caused
the deaths' of four people and injuries to several more,
chiefly through fires set alight by the bombs. Only three
tires' needed fire-engines, and only one was big enough to
necessitate a " district " call for the Fire Brigade. Thirty
bombs per fire (of any consequenCe),- and about twenty-two bombs per death, does not- seem an - adequate return for
the trouble involved in bringing a 'couple of Zeppelins
all the way from Belgium or Germanys, let alone the risk
of losing them.
Were There Two
Zeppelins? -

At the moment of writing the Press Bureau has not been
good enough to tell us how many Zeppelins came over,
but judging from the number of bombs there were probably
two. Theoretically, a Zeppelin ought to be able to carry
two tons of explosives over and above her crew, fuel for
the engines, small-arms, ammunition, and so forth, but in
praCtice very few of them seem to do so, because whenever
it has been proved that a single Zeppelin was on a raid, it
has. appeared that only thirty or forty bombs were dropped.
-Now, a Zeppelin costs somewhere between f,too,000 and
izoo,000 to build, so the ships which were risked on the
raid were probably worth many times as much as all the
damage they. could, possibly do even if every bomb took
effect, and, when_one thinks of their three little bonfires as
the result of all their hard work, the game hardly seems
worth the candle—from the German point of view.
The Englishman's
Retaliation

Of course, the German theory is that the Zeppelins are
going to intimidate everyone in London, and frighten the
people into demanding that the Government shall sue for
peace. Which only shows that Germany does not know
anything about English people. It takes quite a lot to make
an Englishman really angry, but if he finds he is going
to be kept awake at night by these things he will probably
decide that he may just as well keep awake in a trench in
Flanders as in his own house or his " digs " in London,
and may get his own back that way. Then he goes and
enlists, in the hope of having a chance of being acutely
unpleasant to some individual German by way of retaliation for the Zeppelin nuisance.

At a very moderate estimate I should say that every
bomb which falls on British soil is Nvorth fifty recruits,
and every death caused by a bomb or by a shell from a
ship is worth a thousand ; so if the Zeppelins will only
keep on coming they frill considerably hustle that extra
300,000 recruits that Lord Kitchener wants.
Bombs That Wake
The " Slackers "

It is rather a pity that arrangements cannot be made
for airships to be guided by bogus signals to ,some of the
districts where recruiting is slack. Afew- bombs__here and
there would probably wake things up a bit, and fetch 'in
some of the slackers " ; for, as a matter of fact, quite a
number of so-called slackers do not enlist for the simple
reason that they cannot see vet that the war is any
particular affair of their own ; it is not that they really
" f unk " fighting.
In cne particular thing the authorities showed very good
judgment—that was in not turning on the anti-aircraft
guns in certain districts. If five or six Zeppelins came over
in a bunch, and threatened to do serious damage in any
particular district of importance to the administration of
the country, it would be worth while risking doing damage
with falling shells, and possibly by bringing down an airship
right in the middle of London ; but when only one cr two
ships are concerned, it is cheaper to let them drop their
bombs and get away from the crowded part of the city; in
the hope of cutting them off on their way home.
Dangers from AntiAircraft Guns

A regular rain of shrapnel bullets and shell splinters
from a few dozen guns would do far more damage to people
in the streets and people looking out of windows than was
done by the ninety bombs dropped last week. We learned
that first at Antwerp, when a number of people were
wounded and several were killed by falling bullets fired at
Zeppelins and at German aeroplanes, though no one was
hurt by bombs dropped from these aircraft. And we
learned it again at Southend, when the evidence at the
inquest on Miss Fair showed that she was killed by a falling
piece of an anti-aircraft shell.
It is comparatively safe to go out in the street to look
at a Zeppelin dropping bombs, but if the anti-aircraft guns
start firing, take my advice and go indoors, and stop there
till the show is over. The odds, against your particular
house being hit are thousands to one, but the odds against
vOni being hit while:out in the street are very much sitorter
if firing is going on.

The Morane Parasol, a new and particularly effective type of huge end powerful Frhneh triplane, with which our ally's:air—scouts
(Photograph exclusive to ‘' The War Illustrated.")
have achieved a great deal of useful work.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

LC.-Col. 67. VALExANDER Lt.-Col. the Hon. P. C. EVANSFREKE, O.C. Leicester. Yeo.
O.C. 2nd Yorkshire Regt.

Major H. M. FINCH, D.S.O.
O.C. 2nd R. Berkshire Regt

Major R. C. SLACKE,
2nd R. W. Surrey Regt.

Lieut.-Col. F. G. JONES,
1st Royal Inniskilling Fus.

Lt.-Col. E. R. A. SHEARMAN,
10th Royal Hussars.

Capt. G. V. S. BOWLBY,
Major B. H. BARRINGTON- Maj. J. MACKENZIE, V.C,
Royal Horse Guards (Blues . KENNETT, 2nd Grenadiers,
2nd Bedfordshire Regt.

ieut.-Col. W. L. Alexander, commanding 2nd Yorkshire Regiment, was gazette(' to
the command in September last. He also served in the Tirah Campaign (1897-98).
LLieut.-Col.
F. G. Jones, let Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers, had seen a great deal of active

Capt. F. H. BEAUFORT,
Cml Oxford and Bucks L.I.

service, first in Burma (1892-93), for which he received the Burma medal with clasp, then
on the North-West Frontier of India where he was with the Tirah Expeditionary Force
(1897-08). He was also in the operations in the Bara Valley. He served in the Boer War,
was mentioned in despatches, and received the. Queen's Medal with three clasps.
Lieut.-Ccl. E. R. A. Shearman, 10th Royal Hussars, went right through the South
African War, and was with Sir John French in the Relief of Kimberley. He was twice
mentioned in despatches, and received both medals with six clasps.
Major H. M. Finch, D.S.O.. who commanded 2nd Batt. Royal Berkshire Regiment,
was awarded the D.N.O. in February, and mentioned in despatches for his bravery at
Ypres. He served through the South African War, was mentioned in despatches, and
received both medals and live clasps.
Major J. Mackenzie, V.C. 2nd Bedfordshire Regiment, served in the ranks for over
thirteen years, and received' his commission in 1900. He had seen much active service
and gained his V.C. at the relief of Kumassi, was awarded other medals with clasps, and
many times mentioned in despatches.
Captain the Hon. C. E. A. Philipps, Royal Horse Guards, was the eldest son of Lord
St. Davids, and was twenty-six years of age.

Capt.the Hon. C. E.A. PHILIPPS, Capt. H. E. GOODBODY,
1st Leinster Regt.
Royal Horse Guards.

Lieut. M. DAFFARN,
2nd Mobile Col. (G.E. Africa).

Lieut. A. K. MACLEAN.
2nd Argyll & Suthind. Highlds.

Capt. S. A. SHERSTON,
2nd Rifle Brigade.

Capt. C. G. SALMON,
2nd Cameronians.

Capt. and Adjt. G. BONHAM
CARTER, Oxford Yeomanry

Capt. J. C. J. TEAGUE, R.M.L.I.
Portsmouth Batt. R.N.D.

Lieut. S. P. D. THOMSON Lieut. THOMAS WRIGHT, Sec.-Lieut. F. W. CROUCHER
Leicestershire Yeomanry.
Royal Berkshire Regt.
1st Royal West Kent Regt.
Portraits by Lafayette, Elliott J Fry, Adams, Lamb3rt Weston, Downey, Swains, Russell, Sawyer, Barnett, BaSS,Vitk.

OUR. DIARY OF THE
Chronology of Events, May 26th to June 1st
MAY 26,----Sir John French reports a Territorial Division carried a group
of German trenches, capturing prisoners, Since May 16, he says.
the First Army pierced the enemy's line on a total front of orgy
three miles.
French troops reported grad ally working towards the mMung
village of Angres, between Souchez and Lens.
Vigorcr s Italian offensive all along the frontier of the Trentino
and-Tyrol. On the eastern frontier they crossed into Austrian
territory, and secured a footing on the right bank of the Isonzo.
Ore the slopes of the Carnic Alps a successful bayonet attack by
night made them masters of the Val d'Inferno Pass.
H.M.S. Triumph sunk by submarine while supporting Australian
and New Zealand forces on. Gallipoli Peninsula. The majority of
officers and men saved.
Zeppelin raid'en Southend, over forty bombs dropped, killing
two women :and wounding a child.
May 27.—H.M.S. Majestic torpedoed off Gallipoli: nearly 'all officers
and men saved.
H.M.Auxiliary Ship Princess Irene accidentally blown up in Sheerness Harbour,78 dockyard workmen perished in addition to the crew.
Brilliant exploit by Submarim El I. She sank in Sea of Marmora an ammunition vessel. chased and torpedoed a supply
ship, entered the waters of Constantinople, and fired a torpedo
at a transport.
Getman Gas Factory Bombed. Eighteen French aeroplanes
carried out brilliant air raid against Ludwigshafen. dropping
many bombs on the works of the Baden Aniline Die Company.
where high explosives and asphyxiating gases are manufactured.
Several buildings struck and set on fire.
French stormed and carried the cemetery at Ablain, eight miles
north of Arras, and captured 400 prisoners.
MAY 28.---Lord Fisher's Successor, Admiral Sir Henry B. Jackson,
K.G.B., announced to be First Sea Lord of Admiralty in the
place of Lord Fisher.
German defeat near Souchez. French took a big Work in the
direction of Souchez, after heavy fighting in which the enemy
suffered a serious defeat. The offensive continued with,- full
success in area between Lens and Arras. A night attack carried
the " Presbytery " of St. Ablain.
A Petrograd communique announces Russian success on the
San. At other points on the Galician front the Russians compelled to give way, but balance in fighting is in favour of the Russians.
Our Italian allies occupied Gradisca, a place of some importance
on the Isonzo, also the summit of Monte Baldo, which enabled them
to dominate Rita.

Heavy defeat of Turks in Gfillipoli Peninsula. They attempted
to take some vacant trenches on a moonlight night. Our gunners
brought a cross-fire to bear on them.
Tel
29.—French masters of Ableia. After having repulsed the German
counter-attack at Ablain St. Nazaire, our ally took the offensive,
and carried the whole of the houses of Ablain. They annihilated
or put to flight three German conipanies.
Russian communique shows that Austro-German armies have
- almost encircled Przemffisl.
Mxv 30.—French captured all German trenches on Hill 1.7 in the Pilken
region, about three miles north-east of Ypres.
Italians occupy Ala, the Customs station on the Brenner
route, seven and a half miles from the frontier. West of this, on
the other side of Lake Garda, and again north-east, Italian
armies crossed the frontier and captured important posts.
MAy .--s-Messages which passed between King George and the King
of Italy, expressing mutual confidence and gratificatiOn at the
alliance in arms of Great Britain and Italy, published.
the region
French progress to north of Arras continued.
known as the " Labyrinth,Y positions gained from the eneaffi
reorganised. German attack at Notre Dame de Lorette repulsed.
Italian air raid on Pola bombs dropped on the Austrian naval
base.
Rtsians attack along the line. German offensive brought to a
standstill. Our ally crossed the Litbaczorka, a stream which
flows into the San north of Jaroslay. In Eastern_ Galicia over 7,000 of enemy captured and reported to be retiring in disorder.
German reply to U.S. Note on the sinking of the Lusitania
generally described in the American Press as insulting, and
unworthy of a civilised Power.
Zeppelin Raid on Outer London. 'Admiralty issued a statement that Zeppelins reported near-Ramsgate and Brentwood, and
in certain outlying districts of London. Many fires reported, but
these not absolutely connected with the visit of airships. 90 bombs
dropped, 4 persons killed.
fiNE 1.----Italians develop vigorous offensive on their north-eastern front.
Austrian town of GradisCa evacuated, and both sides shelled it.
Gorizia bombarded by Italian guns.
In the Trentino, Italians
obtained an important strategic success by occupation -of
Mount Zugim.
Przemysl forts attacked by Austro-German forces. After obstinate battle, enemy repulsed with enormous losses.The copyright of the portrait of Sir James loaall, eon page 380,
belongs to Messrs. Elliott & Fr.

About Ourselves By the Editor
C'HA'NCE call at a certain country newsagent's shop the
Other day resulted in a conversation about THE WAR.
ILLESTRATED. The agent happened to remark on the
plethora of war publications, and said
that no rivals, no imitations, seemed
to diminish in the least. degree the
popularity of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED.
Why," he added, " I am taking
Orders even now for complete sets of
the parts front new readers who arc so
pleased With it that they wish to have
them all from number one !
HE agent had no notion who I was
—he had no interest in flattering
me. And what he said led me to
make certain inquiries of our publisher.
I was snrprised to find that the sale
of our back numbers had recently
becOme so extraordinary that the
publisher himself was beginning to
contemplate the possibility of having
some day to advertise for copies of
parts which would have gone completely out of print; despite the
hundredS of thousands issued.

t

HIS prompts a further reminder to
my readers who have not vet
bound their first twenty-six parts
in the publishers' registered extra cloth
cases, not to let another day slip past
without putting that little job. in hand.
There is no doubt that, bound in
volume form, THE WAR ILLUSTRATED
immediately quadruples in value.
Twenty-six parts lying dusty and dog'seared have lost their original value as
a potentially permanent picture-book of
the Great War, even though their owner

has perused and re-perused them. Whereas the same parts. firmly
bound together in the handsome and durable cases provided 1.)‘,
the publishers, become at once a valuable household possession.
HAVE already confessed to a feeling
.3" of surprise when turning over the
pages of the first volume of THE
\VAR ILLUSTRATED. I had scarcely
realised the extraordinary interest
which the bound volume would possess.
until the binders sent me a copy. Never
in British publishing has such astounding value been given. The nest twentysix parts bind up into a handsome
volume of Ego pages, Containing ace
fewer than 2,277 illustrations, the vast
majority of which are direct camera
records, secured at great cost from the
actual field of hostilities.
EE printing of these photographs
rivals that of the sixpenny
journals, and the twenty-six parts
bound together with the artistic title;
page and index, and the fine fullcolour frontispiece of - Admiral Sir
John Jellicoe, presented to each purchaser of the publishers' registered
cases, form a volume worth several
times the money it costs the subscriber, and will prove a source of
inexhaustible interest.

Z

t
A little photograph
of our first volume.

HE publishers' registered cases
are obtainable from any „newsagent or bookseller at the cost
of is. 6d., and the bookseller makes only
a small extra charge for the work of
trimming and binding the pages. The
publishers themselves do not undertake
the actual work of binding.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

ONE MOMENT IN ANNIHILATION'S WASTE.—Who can
look upon this snapshot without being thrilled with pride and
gratitude for the men who are defending the Empire? Conceive
the appalling debris, the world of discomfort, in which they five

Edited by
J. A. flanunerton

and die. Under the scorching June sun, the countryside blasted
by shot and shell, they remain at their posts with a devotion
truly worth,;,; of victory, especially when one remembers that it
is inspired oy spontaneous, whole—hearted patriotism.

The Woe Mastro
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THE SOUL OF THE MODERN HUN
11
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By Austin Harrison
Much has already been written on the state of mind of the German people, that national egotism which has created
and set wyrkine their wonderful war-machine and turned three continents into a vast charnel-house. This mental
perversion of a nation of 70,000,000 people is the most startling phenomenon in history, and one which will continue
to engross the world long into the ages of posterity. In view of the current interest in this momentous subject, the Editor
of THE Was ILLUSTRATED is pleased to be able to oiler his readers the following analysis of the German soul by Mr.
Austin Harrison, the eminent iitterateur, author of " The Pan-German Doctrine," and Editor of the " English Review."

A people thinking of themselves as Romans cannot be
HE soul is a difficult thing to define unless we use it
metaphysically, and when we speak of the soul of a expected to have much of a soul, spiritually interpreted at
people we certainly do not mean that gossamer any rate, and surely no people are less spiritual. The
samething which is supposed to emanate from our bodies German stands four square on his legs ; he. thinks cynically,
after death and soar into heaven. But Goethe wrote he acts cynically, his God is the worship of force. Nearly
blithely of " two souls and one thotight," and what he all the professional " strong " men are Germans, for
evidently implied were the two kinds of spirits or animus example ; in Germany the gymnasium takes the place of
which govern our wills and actions our cricket and football. All over the Empire there are
often in complete variance with " singing societies," which, in reality, are national clubs
our conscious thought. Most men united by song. Since Sedan and Bismarck's day a totally
have two souls even as they have new conception of life has animated the people, well called
two loves, and most nations have the philosophy of valour. It has nothing to do with adventure, romance, chivalry, poetry, such as the discovery of
also.
What soul, it may be asked, can the North Pole ; it is a purely racial idea based upon the
the Huns have, seeing that they frustrated ambition of the past united through arms to
.
have assaulted civilisation with realise the future.
an utterly soulless cynicism and
The Coarse Dream of World-Conquest
savagery ? I think, if we accept
" Patrim inserviendo consumor " was Bismarck's favourite
the definition of soul to be animus motto, and probably no , man in modern history was ever
or spirit, it can be said accurately more worshipped by a nation. The Bismarckian spirit
that the soul of Germany is war.
penetrated into every homestead in the Fatherland, and
During the many years I lived found expression characteristically in massive monuments
Austin _Harrison.
in Germany, in which period, as and effigies in stone placed in every town and market-place
a journalist, I travelled over all parts of Austria and of the Empire, much as the old Goths sought expression in
Germany, saw all kinds of men, high and low—even grew their Gothic cathedrals. Horrible, huge, ugly monstrosities
up, as if were, in the German mode of thought—during of a blatant art, these Bismarck statues reveal the soul
those ten years I don't ever remember to have heard a of fighting Germany as no words can. They are Germany ;
German speak with anything but enthusiasm about the they epitomise the strong, coarse fierceness of a people
right and glory of war. Whereas here we judge a man by set upon defying the world, consciously and inherently
certain qualities that " wear well "—qualities of the heart, barbarians. Old Nero was a poor fiddler compared With
of character, of nobility, of action—the German estimates Moltke or Kaiser William, and Cmsar a mere pacifist. No
a man in the first and last instance in his capacity as a nation ever in history went to war with so gay a conscience,
soldier. Here we speak of pluck ; in Germany they speak with feller or more sinister intentions. When the word
of technique. We single out our sportsmen and " most war was proclaimed in Berlin last August there was not a
gallant gentlemen " (and are inclined to slobber over them). German man or woman who did not think that at last the
The Germans assume the quality of courage, and they call day of German world-conquest had come and did not reit the Berserker spirit, the heritage of the Goths and Huns, joice at the thought. But for our intervention even to-day
of the Hohenzollerns, and the i‘lark of Brandenburg, and they the German aim would have been consummated.
regard it as their peculiar mission to be revealed through
We thought the Germans were a nation of philosophers,
Prussia and the " King of Prussia " to a less warlike Europe. merchants, tradesmen, chemists, scientists, hagiographers,
bacteriologists, and professors leading the spiritual and
The Spirit of "Deutschland ocher Alice"
Soul with the Germans is thus essentially a terrestrial contemplative life, and so they are. What we failed to see
animus, artificially and cynically associated with Divine is that in design and purpose they had become a nation of
inspiration. The old Greeks had it unquestionably, but soldiers. Carlyle taught us to laugh at Smellfungus ;
they were Pagans ; they loved beauty ; theyliad the noblest to-day we find him with his poisonous gases in our trenches.
sense of perspective in the world. Now the Germans While w-e were dreaming - of international Goethe; the
have no perspectiN,e. There is nothing beautiful in modern Germans Were arming for_ nationality.
When we thought of Sartor and pre-Kantiark. mummies,
Germany ; their ideals are mundane, their ideas are utterly
Selfish. ' For the last thirty years no truly great or noble the Germans had indeed got into their uniforrifar6iS all
thought has come from the centre of Europe. To find for the fashioning of Empire. We mocked the•siiiritCand
. .
any-similarity with, the German _spirit we must, go to . the forgot the clay.
German Savagery and Discipline
Romans, the Cmsars, and Proconsuls of . Rome. The
Real Germany is quite different. There are more young
German instinctively possesses tine Prxtorian spirita juSt.as the Hohenzollern rulers, instinctively regard themselveS girls raped in Germany in a year than in all these Isjands in
as Emperors by DivMe right. The German bureaucratie thirty years ; there are more cases of assault ar4:battery
" a
system must be very- like the old Roman system,- thew,: in six months than in this . country in -five. .years:'- An
I.arier4he or Provincia1 justices, are the exact model of tlio:'; .2indescribable roughness and brutality . eliarieter%e the
: axis in all classes on a perfectly defined principle
a ice- comes of old. '` Civis Romanns suint!".:*heEmperor OtifOf'n Isciefira
he,,
00.0-0.904t.,Agtv,::01',:, cofporal punishment.- The . way boys 'are - flogged in,
aid:iinri : no-tablespeeCh. He meant,
k,:oweir tiipi subjects ; tcL..regq,I-A tii64-4014o,,,*001-Aiw!:yJaioo '‘,Veul(1-fave- astonished, even our Dr. Srpteers.
Romans, conquerors and possessors of the world. Indeed, :Horses are beaten on every possible pretext ; it is supposed
it has been for years one of the Kaiser's_ petlOyb,k4.1' to '',-,,IO, he. „the right thing to lash a horse unmercifully if it
restore old Roman camps. The restoration of -the :Roman -4 -stumbles. .1n the Army the men are'treated.literally with
Saalburge 'Castle has --been - carried- out with' extraordinary - fe44-Of iron,. and -the suicides in the Army are notorious.
[Continued on page 404.
ingenuity and historical fidelity.
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As seen by the Camera at the Moment of Victor

Remarkable photograph of French infantry dashing to the assault of Notre Dame de Loretto. A French officer is leading his valiar
men against the enemy. It will be seen that two of the company have been'shot down on the slope. The others press on obliviou
to personal danger, enthused by the ideal of " Liberte, Egalite, Fraternite."

The irresistible onslaught of the French soldiers illustrated
in the first photograph on this page completely demoralised the
laermans '.behind:the front trenches. 'Many of them left their
onsition and, traversing the space between the two opposing

ilnes, with hands raised, surrendered with the usual chorus
"Pardon, kamerad !" This snapshot, one of the most realist!
of the war, shows the enemy, with due humility, about I
deliver himself en masse into the hands of our victorious allies
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THE SOUL OF THE MODERN HUN (cV:V2-1;°An absolute license reigns about sexual matters. Bebel, the
Socialist leader, once said that nearly all shop-girls were
living on prostitution. To this must be added the pathological symptoms- which generally accompany brutality—
the cult of homo-sexuality, sadism, and all kinds of physical
perversions reflected in modern German fiction, and quite
particularly in the fimetarious beastliness of the German
comic Press. Their so-called " new " art is saturated with
this morbid obsession. In the last ten years the spread of
venereal diseases, of morbid plague-spots, of crime of all
kinds, of dishonesty and roguery, of suicides and defalcations: of lust and brutality, have engaged the attentions
of many doctors and sociologists, and yet have rather been
encouraged than legislated against. It is Germany "in
being," m-en told the inquirer ; Germany breaking out,
en route for European hegemony. In the lower classes
Socialism, or the gospel of physical force, did not tend to
lessen the evil. It may be said truthfully that Germany,
in the early part of last summer, was like a people gone
mad with vanity and mortal error.
And yet Germany has a soul—the soul of fighting. There
is nothing amateurish about this. The qualities demanded
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are courage, strength, blind obedience, ruthless determination, technical skill, and sell-sacrifice. These qualities
the Germans possess. They are of their bone and blood ;
they are the tradition of their history as the warlike people
fighting always for their country in the centre of Europe.
It is the German special boast that they face facts. They
do, and they are able to because new Germany started with
a clean slate, and with a definite purpose before her to win
to her " natural boundaries "—the mouth of the Rhine,
the route via Constantinople to the East—and the reclamation of, what they call the Germanic peoples, such as the
Flemish, the Swiss, the Dutch, and the reality of European
power.
There is no cognisance in Germany such as the French
declaration of " Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity."
Individualism plays no part in the Gelman life. They have
nothing of the Russian Nichevo, or " don't care." Their
altar is Mats. When the Kaiser invokes the blessings of the
Almighty, he implies himself. The Germans followed him
because they believe in their own purpose and nationality,
and their power to enforce them. And that, too, is a soul,
the soul of Patriotism, even if in its application and philosophy the spiritualism of machine-guns is not to be found
in the text of most copy-books.

TW EMINENT BELGIANS N THE WAR
To conclude the series of letters from eminent men on the duration of the war, which we have been publishing, the Editor
has secured the views of M. Emile Vandervelde, the Belgian Minister of State, and 31: Emile Cammaerts, the celebrated
Belgian poet. These opinions, representing such widely divergent spheres as politics and letters, are exceptionally
interesting, especially as they emanate from men whose Fatherland has been ravaged by the unspeakable invader.

HE other day, when I was lunching at the House of
neutrality might be more useful to the Allies than her
Commons, I heard the question " How long will the active co-operation.
war last ? " asked of one of the most distinguished
Considering what is happening on the western front, where
members of the Opposition who had just entered the Cabinet. the Germans, in spite of local reverses, hold practically
He answered by quoting the opinion of one of the generals their own, and on the eastern front, where they are able to
at the front and one of the chief officials of the War push back the Russian " steam-roller "---how strange the
Office. He said : " The one is certain that it will be over expression sounds in the light of present events ! — I
in August, but the other is sure that the war will last till cannot help remembering what an officer of the Belgian
next year."
General Staff told me last winter at Fumes. " The Germans
Now both get their information are too well prepared. We will not be able to crush them
from the same sources. Let us this time. Believe me, this is only the first of a series of
wars." In fact, my informant thought that the best we
draw our own conclusions.
It is obvious that the length of could wish for at present was some compromise entailing, for
the war will depend on a series of instance, the state quo ante bellum—evacuation of Belgium
events, most of which cannot possibly and Galicia—leaving Germany and the Kaiser exactly
be foreseen. Supposing that we where they were before and the German people in the same,
could gauge—which we cannot — frame of mind. This would mean, of course, a renewal of
the military, economic, financial, hostilities as soon as the belligerents should recover from
and moral resources, not only of the their exhaustion.
Without taking quite so gloomy a view of the situation,
Allies, but of the enemy, even then
ire should not know if in the near I must confess that unless this country throws herself heart
future other belligerents would not andsoul into the conflict, and organises all her forces towards
join in. And even if these unknown this uniqtie goal—the crushing of Germany--there is a very
Entie Volervelde•
factors ceased to be unknown, we serious danger of seeing the
should still have to take into consideration the unforeseen. German front in the west apSo I think it is wisest only to say : " The war will end proximately in the same situation
when it has achieved its, object," and that object is the next winter as it is now, while in
destruction of the monstrous dream of subjecting Europe the east the Russians are still
held in check.
and the world to the supremacy of Germanic Cmsarisna.
Some change might, of course,
If we are to accomplish this, we must steer clear of two
rocks—not hurrying ourselves, on the pretext that the be brought about either by the
fall of Constantinople or by the
war will be-long, and not making preparations on a large
progress of the Italian armies in
scale, because it will be short. Let us act as if it is to last
three months; let us prepare as if it is to last three years. Austrian territory. But even admitting a prompt success in these
That is the only way to shorten its duration.
quarters, which is not likely, the
EmILE vANDErwsi..Dz.
position of Germany within her own
HE issue depends on so many conditions, and each frontiers would still be tremenof these conditions on so many factors, that weighing dously-strong. And unless German
rnite Cahinaerts.
judiciously the pros and cons would need not only territory is actually invaded, the
the brain of an expert, but also the instinct or the in- German people will not compel their Governinent to
spiration of a divine. Having neither one nor the other, change its present attitude. To sum up, I am under the
impression that, unless Britain brings forth all her reserves
I can only sum up here a few impressions. They are, of
course, vague and incomplete, but so is the information of men and munitions, the present fightffia might go on
b
---..,-peace
for years ; or, worse still, end in some patched-up
which we have at hand.
which would leave Germany as strong as ever, On the
It would be useless to conjecture what
a might happen if
Rumania, Bulgaria, Greece, or America joined in the con- other hand, if Great Britain is determined to see this matter
filet. Of course, the interference of the latter might, through at any cost—as I trust she 'is—the Allies ought
after some time, hasten the end of the war, though many to be able to bring the war to a satisfactory conclusion
well-informed critics hold that America's sympathetic within a year.
EMFLE CAMMAERTS,
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British Capture Chateau a Bayonet's Point

By a brilliantly-executed bayonet charge the British troops in
Belgium recently captured the Chateau d'Hooge, three miles
east of Ypres, and near Zonnebeke. This beautifully picturesque
old edifice, which had been captured and recaptured several
times before, had become the headquarters of some German

officers, who spent their time in carousals behind its historic walls.
Then the British advanced to a surprise attack. But the Germans
had machine-guns posted at the windows, and these opened
fire. Charging the chateau under this hot rifle and machinegun fire, the British carried the position at the bayonet's point.

cir Illustrated, 19th Junc, 1915.
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The Australians' Great Work in the Dardanelles:

The first gun to be landed by the Allies in Gallipoli. Men of the Australian Contingent pulling together with a will over the rough
ground of the sultry Peninsula. The- undulating nature of the ground of Gallipoli makes the transport of guns a matter of
immense difficulty, especially when Turk and Hun are continually sniping from concealed positions.

Some of the men from "down under" who are coming out on- top at the Dardanelles. Members of the Australian Light Horse,
whose work for the Empire in the Levant has been as invaluable as it has been courageous.
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How the War is Wagin in Faraway Gallipoli

This spot on the shores of the Gallipoli Peninsula will be historic, for it was here that the Australians made their first dash
ashore, in face of fierce Turkish machine—gun and rifle fire. Our photograph is of the Australians' camp, pitched after the
Turks had been driven back, to which stores are being carried.

Tending wounded Australians on the Gallipoli shore after the conclusion of the initial battle, in which our Colonial brothers
displayed such magnificent bravery, landing in the face of heavy Turkish fire, and then attacking the unseen enemy, was
were firmly entrenched among the steep cliffs and thick undergrowth overlooking the shore-

un,
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A FALLEN TURKISH STRONGHOLD.—Pioturesque view of the ruins of the Seddul Bahr
fort, with the, town to the left. It was on the foreshore before this fort that the British
troops landed'ih May and, after strenuous fighting, captured the fort that stands before the
Turkish town. Seddul Bahr is at the Mclean extremity of the Dardanelles Strait. on the

European side, The other great enemy stronghold, facing Seddul Bahr, and situated on the
Asiatic shore, is Kum Kale. Seddul Bahr formed one of the most important Turkish strongholds guarding the Dardanelles Strait and the shores of the Peninsula of Gallipoli, that fateful
and, in point of size, insignificant strip of land that is the only barrier to the heart of Islam.
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Servece before Action 0 Debris after Battle

A n impressive scene aboard H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth in the Dardanelles Straits. In the shadow of the muzzles of her 15 in.
guns, that can send shells weighing about a ton each a distance of ten miles, a religious service is in progress. In the distance is
seen the heights on the Gallipoli Peninsula, where our gallant troops are fighting the Empire's battles against the Turks.

French soldiers sorting out the kits of fallen comrades in their camp at Seddul Bahr, the Turkish fort on the Gallipoli shores that
was captured by the allied troops. These photographs were taken by the official photographer with the Dardanelles Expedition

The 1Var Illustrated, 19th June, 1915.
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Cool Work for King Vic r's Fervent Defenders

The difficulties of the campaign of our new ally are manifold by reason of the rugged, mountainous country of the Isonzo. Such
obstacles, however, onlytend to increase the enthusiasm of the Italians. This photograph shows cavalry crossing a river on inflated bags.

While the Allies in Northern France are fighting in midsummer heat, Italian soldiers are forcing the passes, leading into Austria, knee—
ecep in Alpine snow. This photograph shows the corps of our new ally, which is equivalent to the daring Alpine Chasseurs of France.
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Obstacles an Incentive to Enthusiastic Action

Italian cavalry crossing a river during our Ally's advance for
the possession of Tolmino, one of the most important and
heavily-fortified towns of the first line of Austrian defence. All
reports from the Italian front tell of the splendid spirit of King

Victor's troops. Apart from this, it has become increasingly
evident that Austria has under-estimated the might of Italy's
forces, and made but slight preparations for the entry of our new
Ally into the war.

Italian Marines scaling a wall with machine-guns. The Italian troops have made steady progress in the offensive action they hay..
developed among the rugged ground of the left bank of the River.lsonzo, Austria's natural barrier against the Italian advance. In
districts on the Lower Isonzo they have established a valuable superiority, and have weakened the Austrian position guarding Trieste.
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Bird's-eye View of the Area of !talc Austrian Hostilities and Panozama of Opposing Naval Forces
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A COMPREHENSIVE bird's-eye view of the region of halo/-1 Austrian hostilities. From a glance at this diagrammatic
drawing, the land difficulties with which our Ally of the south has
to contend will be obvious, though Italy's maritime supremacy
has so far rendered the Austrian Fleet as impotent as our Navy

has that of Germany. The fortifications on both the Italian and
Austrian frontiers are exceptionally strong, by reason of their
strategic positions among the mountains. The credit, however,
of a vigorous and successful offensive rests with the Italians.
Before Venice, which with Ancona is the nearest naval base to the

enemy, are seen the hostile fleets. Italy possesses six Dreadnoughts to Austria's four, eleven pre-Dreadnoughts as against the
enemy's ten. Seven armoured cruisers, three light cruisers, ten
small cruisers, and forty-six destroyers, as compared with ten
Austrian cruisers of various types, and thirteen destroyers. Italy

again possesses a majority of twenty-three torpedo boats. Of
submarines and submersibles our new Ally has a margin of
twenty-five. She has also four super-Dreadnoughts on the
stocks. With such superiority and the enthusiasm of freshness
there can be little doubt that Italy will realise her ideals.
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German Armies of Invasion from Within

Horses recaptured by the Germans from the Russians on the East Prussian front.
Our allies in retreating were compelled to abandon this prize to the enemy.

A rest day with the Huns after the Battle of Combres Height. Safely installed in a General von Mackensen, on the left, who
wood of Lorraine, they are amusing themselves with a German form of the game shares with Hindenburg the honours of
of bowls.
leaderobin on the eastern front.

Alarm! The information that

a strong Russian force has been sighted puts the Germans on the qui wive. This animated photograph
shows enemy cavalry about to move forward on the Russians-
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William the Poisoner and Some Super- 'tins

German officers eating and drinking in the yard of a farm in Russian Poland. Appropriately enough, near by a sow and a litter of
pigs are also feeding, thus completing a scene that might well bear the title " Pigs in clover 1"

The most recent photograph of the All-highest Hun-Lord, who is seen standing just behind the table, in conversation with General

von Emmich, during a visit he paid to the German headquarters in France. William the Poisoner has altered greatly in appearance
since the war. His face is lined and rugged, and his hair and moustache are now quite white.

New Rampart of France in the Making d Constructing a Reserve Trench

WORKING TOGETHER WITH A WILL.—French engineers behind the firing-lines,
somewhere on the French front, digging a new trench across country that it may be found
necessary to defend against the Germans. In case a strategical retreat may suddenly be
considered imperative, lines of reserve trenches are always kept in readiness behind an
army's firing-lines. With so Many sappers working together side by side, it is possible for

a deep trench covering a large area to be dug and also firmly strengthened with wooden
barricades, sand-bag defences, and barbed-wire entanglements in a comparatively, short
time. Some of the Frenchmen, it will be noticed, are wearing the light summer uniforms
that have been served out to our ally's soldiers. This photograph (which is exclusive to
" The War Illustrated ") was taken a few weeks ago by a French officer.
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Where the British and Belgian Lines Meet

Where the British and Belgian lines meet in Flanders. Allied infantrymen fighting side by side in the trenches, while, to the right of
the photograph, a Belgian officer is on the "look-out," and directing the fire of his own men.

Two Belgian Red Cross doctors, having crawled out of their trench under fire to succour a wounded soldier, are attending to him
while lying down to safeguard themselves. After administering first-aid,they fastened a rope round him and pulled him under cover.

Belgians working a machine-gun and wearing respirators in the trenches to protect themselves from German poison gas. The photographs on this page were all taken in the first-line trenches of Flanders and under firs.
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By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent

W

E have reached a stage in the war when British people
are called upon to show resolution, courage, and
fortitude. The growing strictness of the censorship prevents me from discussing as fully as I would like
some of the events of the paSt few days. But the man
who does not realise without being told that this is a
critical hour in the fate of the world must be blind indeed.
I would not be doing my duty if I did not declare my
conviction that there is a very real danger at the present
time from the adoption of a policy of excessive secrecy.
We are all agreed that it is the duty of the State to suppress
information likely to be of service to the enemy, and that
it is the duty of every loyal citizen to co-operate with it.
The danger is lest officials should use their powers needlessly
to prevent open discussion of events, known and talked
about at every street corner and every dinner-table, but
. unpermitted to be mentioned in print. Official censorship could be used to prevent publicity for official mistakes,
Bureaucrats love to wrap their affairs in an air of profound mystery. Mystery, concealment, and suppression
are evilS. Sometimes they are necessary evils, But their
effect is bad.
The Mistaken Policy of Concealment
Let me suggest a problematical case. Supposing German
aircraft succeeded in inflicting serious damage on any
place on the East Coast and the authorities attempted
to suppress publicity about it. They could of course,
forbid the newspapers referring to the matter. But they
could not keep the news secret, without drawing a cordon
around the place and preventing even letters going out of
it. Every survivor in the town would write to friends
elsewhere telling what had happened. Every visitor
would spread the tidings. A wave of rumour would pass
over the country, much more dangerous than any record
of the real facts. The totals of the casualties and the
damage wrought would be enormously exaggerated. If,
in addition to suppression, the authorities published
inaccurate news, they would destroy public confidence
in all official reports. " How can we believe what we were
told about the fighting around Ypres when we all know
that the official account of the attack on Seascape is quite
misleading ? " the man in the street would ask. No
course could be more directly calculated to stir up widespread panic than this, and it is to be hoped that the
men at the head of affairs will have the courage to suppress
any tendency to it—should such tendency appear—among
their subordinates.
The Problem of the Dardanelles
The fighting in the Dardanelles continues at the time of
writing with the utmost severity. Mr. Churchill's dan-gerous phrase about our being only " a few miles " from
great victory is calculated to give a false impression of the
real facts. We have before us one of the most formidable
military problems possible, an attempt to force a strong
precipitous front, well armed, and open in the rear to its
own supports, thus being able to receive almost unlimited
quantities of men and munitions. The Turkish infantry
are brave and the Turkish emplacements are as good as
German skill can make them.
A few miles ! " I count
myself among Mr. Churchill's most ardent admirers, but
in this case I can only marvel at his buoyant optimism.
Our chief hope is that we may be able to storm successfully the Turkish positions. This must be a costly and
desperate venture. Our men—British, Australian and
French alike--have shown courage of the most superb
kind. Sir Ian Hamilton's praise of the devoted gallantry,
courage, and endurance of his forces is more than
deserved. It is not enough to say that they are doing
all that is possible ; they are doing things that a year
ago would have seemed impossible. News may come
Oven before the publication of this article of the successful
seizure of the great central point of the defences, revolutionising the whole situatien. BUt much as this is to be
desired, we can hardly reckon on it.

A famous American general, watching the costly and
heroic attempt of the British troops to advance by frontal
attack on the Boers at Colenso in the early days of the
Beer War, inquired, " Is there no way round ? " People
are asking the same question about the Dardanelles to-day.
Can we not take the position in the rear ? There-are two
ways in which this can be attempted—first the landing of
Russian troops on the Turkish Black Sea coast, next by
the co-operation of Bulgaria and an advance over the
Maritza. The Turks believe that they are protected
from the first by their submarines. The second possibility
would of course largely adjust the matter in our favour.
Meanwhile, we have to rest content with the knowledge that
everything which supreme courage, experienced generalship,
and unequalled devotion can accomplish is being done
It is too late—or too early—to talk about the responsibility
for the Dardanelles Expedition. We are there, and
have to make the best of a hard and exacting task.
The Failure of the Russians
The Russian failure in Galicia was due to shortage ci
ammunition and inferiority in heavy artillery. Learned
critics tell me that Russia did not fail, but merely drew
back her forces. I am a plain man, and believe in -facing
facts as they are. Two months ago we all hoped that Russia
would sweep over the Carpathians into the great Hungarian
plain, and advance on Budapest. Such an advance,
which seemed well in sight, would have altered the entire
situation. To-day Russia has been driven back from the.
Carpathian passes, has lost Przemysl, and is fighting
stubbornly for her line on the San River. To deny that
this is a substantial victory for the Austro-German forces
is merely to make oneself ridiculous.
It is most important to remember, however, that while
the Russians have been driven back their line has not
been pierced and their armies are intact. The aim of the
Austro-Germans is to drive them back from their present;
strong position on to narrower and more difficult lines
to the north-east where, hampered by vast stretches of
marshy land, they can be held by comparatively small
forces, thus enabling the Germans to transfer their large
portions of their present eastern armies to the south-east and
against the Franco-British lines, Past experience encourages
us in the belief that the Russians will recover rapidly and
be in a position to make a vigorous counter-offensive.
What are we Doing in Flanders?
The position on the British western front continues
apparently unchanged. The Allies and the Germans
face one another and are engaged in a more or less continuous heavy artillery fire. There are occasional advances and occasional retirements, but nothing materially
altering the positions on either side. The Germans every
now and then concentrate their fire on one particular
portion of our line and, by use of such weapons as poisonous
gas, attempt- an advance. They succeeded at Langemarck
at great cost to themselves, but they have had very little
success since.
The fighting is costly in men for both sides and it makes
a very heavy demand on the powers of endurance of all
the troops. Some of our men have been as many as
seventeen days continuously in the trenches. The artillery
on either side causes a very wide range of destruction, a
wider range than is realised at home.
We are justified in anticipating that during these weeks
of apparent rest we are enormously strengthening our
artillery, our munitions, and our armies along that front.
The French are succeeding at different points in making
appreciable progress, and their advance from Arms is
being maintained with amazing success. The Italian
campaign, satisfactory as it is, has not up to now reached
a stage where any really vital results have been obtated.
The Italians are pushing on and are doing well. Their
artillery is proving as excellent as Italians claimed it
would be. But the real issues of the Italian campaign
have not vet been reached.
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Rumble of the Great Gun e Flash of the Bayonet

Martial traffic on the broad highway.
Heavy French cannon of 155 mm., having crested the hill overlooking a picturesque
French village, the gunners tail out behind with ropes to keep the weapon steady while it descends to the other side to take up
its position on the battle-front.

" H la baionnette," the great moment in battle which is boy to the French soldier. Striking snapshot of some of our allies
leaving a trench to charge the enemy's position, which has been heavily shelled..
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By Commander Carly= Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
F the Zeppelin were a really vital weapon of war, the
losses which Germany is incurring in their use for
raiding purposes would induce the question whether
the game is worth the candle. Mere destruction, apart
from what is of military value in helping to win a war, is
worse than Useless, for if the war is lest, it piles up the
indemnity bill, . and in any case is likely to stiffen the
will of an enemy to win.
Starting from Belgium with the southerly wind and
circling Co Emden, cr from Emden and Heligoland with
the northerly wind and circling to Belgium, -the Zeppelins
have certainly done some naval scouting, and very likely

I

a connection could be worked out between Zeppelin raids
and subsequent submarine operations.
But these submarine operations, again, have been
perfectly useless from the military point of view, and
have, indeed, embroiled Germany with neutral nations.
who Will present her with a heavy bill of costs to put the
matter at the lowest. The North Sea in this war, I have
ventured to point - out, is condemned to this sort of futility
of action on the part of Germany owing to the odds against
her, and I ventured to indicate that for naval excitement
we must look to other spheres—such as the Baltic, the
Adriatic, and the Dardanelles.
The Remarkable Feats
of Ell
I expressed the view that we might witness a naval
battle in the Baltic now that the summer haS come. We
have had nothing of the kind yet, but the Russians have
lost a mining vessel, and the Germans are alleged to have
lost three ships. As the type is not described, a guess
might be hazarded that they were transports with troops
sent by sea, which fell -victims to Russian mines and submarines. As for the Dardanelles, the air is full of rumours,
but nothimz official has been given to the world.
Still, we''have a remarkable little lesson for the future in
Et I's feat in the Sea of Marmora, taken in conjunction with
similar exploits of submarines in that sea. It shows thc
supremacy which submarines establish when not countered
by fast armed craft. She visited the Golden Horn and
sank a transport, and then took a look at the Bosphorus.
Next she sank a transport_ conveying guns and munitionf
to the Dardanelles. Then she appeared at Rodisto and
torpedoed another transport at the quay.
Operations of this character produce complete demoralisation of the sea communications of the Turkish Gallipoli
forces, and the land communications are not worth much.
If sustained-, such interference is bound to have a reflex
action in disorganising the Gallipoli forces, for not even
wounded can be sent away, and the effects are very bad
indeed on the morale of the troops.
The Bombardment
off Monfalconz
Monfalcone has been bombarded for the third time be
small Italian ships which can operate on the shallow coast.
The port lies a few miles east of Isonzo River, at the junction
of the railway along which the right wing of the Italians is
advancing and the south-easterly railway along the coast
to Trieste.
The bombardment is therefore for the purpose of assising the right flank of the Italian army. Where it is now
operating the coast is low, with sandbanks and shallow
water along -it. But beyond Monfalcone from Duino,
along all the south-eastern stretch, with the line of railway
close to the coast, there is thirty to thirty-Six feet, of water
within two hundred yards from the lofty shore.
Austria's
Ten Submarines

French soldiers fixing an aerial torpedo to be fired against hostile
aircraft. Note the wings, which assist in the projectile's flight.

This stretch of coast to Trieste is_ for nine miles, and
affords opportunities of co-operation to a navy so long as
it can effectually guard against the ten Austrian submarines. It is by no means certain that some of these ten—
if ten are still left—are not in the Eastern Mediterranean,
and are being described as " German " for tactical
purposes.
The Italians, who are sure to be themselves well served
by spies, have completed the work begun last September
by the Allies of destroying Austria's wireless and telegraphic
communications with her islands, as this is an essential
preliminary to secret amphibious operations. They have,
also attacked Pola once again with bombs from a dirigible,
and claim to have been successful, but probably the essence
of the operation was scouting.
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Britain's Oldest Colony to the Aid of the Empire

Presentation of colours to one of the regiments raised by Britain's oldest colony. The Prime Minister of Newfoundland, Sir
Edward Morris, is seen bareheaded addressing some of the men who have rallied to the old Flag.

Newfoundland Naval Reserves parading to church before sailing for England on the s.s. Mongolian. Not last, nor least in proportion
to her power, has "Britain's Oldest Colony" given of her manhood to the Empire ,in-the great struggle for the freedom of the
nations. Newfoundland may well be proud of the share she is taking with the Motherland to—day.

On their way to embark for the oattlefields o? the Continent
the Motherland. Sal-tilers of Newfoundland leaving camp to
play their part in the Empire war against the 'enemies of the world.

illv3trgict1, 19th :Tune, 1915.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane"

W

HEN young Lieutenant Warneford brought down
that Zeppelin in Flanders the other day he proved
the case of those who have held in the past that the
small, fast-climbing aeroplane is the proper weapon against
airships, just as the submarine to-day is—and the torpedo
boat in the past was—the proper weapon against sea-going
warships. Curiously enough, only a few days later an
Austrian seaplane proved the same case again at the
expense of an Italian airship, though somehow, if the
reports are true, the Italian vessel was not set on fire.
The reason for this was, most likely, that the Italian
ships are of the single gasbag type, and the bomb may
simply have gone straight through it without bursting,
and have left a couple of big holes through which the
gas escaped so fast that the vessel was unable to get home.

many months ago, and as several smaller airships in their
sheds have been destroyed since, notably by Squadron.Commander Davies, R.N., by Lieutenant Hawker, Royal
Flying Corps, and the other day by Flight-Lieutenants
Mills and Wilson, R.N., not to mention the uncertain
amount of damage done to the Zeppelin factory at
Friedrichshafen by Squadron-Commander Briggs, R.N.,
Flight-Commander Babington (now a squadron-commander), and Flight-Lieutenant Sippe, for which- these
officers got the D.S.O. and the French Legion of Honour "
as well.
As a matter of fact, these raids on Zeppelin lairs are
actually of greater value, so far as permanent effect is concerned, than the mere bringing down of airships when outin the open. Also, they are more dangerous. Nevertheless, public attention seems to be caught more by bringing
down a machine which is in the air, presumably because
a flying shot is supposed to be more the sporting thing than
a sitting shot.

The Danger of Anti-Aircraft Guns
Something rather similar must have happened a couple
of weeks ago when Squadron-Commander Bigsworth, R.N.,
planted several bombs into another Zeppelin near Dunkirk,
one or more of which apparently burst in one of the
Still, when a flying-officer attacks an airship shed he
rear compartments without setting light to anything ; has to run the gauntlet of numerous anti-aircraft guns
as the ship was divided into separate compartments, specially fixed to protect that shed, and if he is successful
she managed to remain afloat,
he destroys not only. the airship
and seems to have got home
but the shed, all the stores
safely.
therein, and probably a number
The rumour which escaped
of the men belonging to the land
from the Zeppelin factory at
crew who handle the ship on
Friedrichshafen, via Switzerland,
the ground.
to the effect that this ship
If, on the other hand, he gces
eventually sank in the North Sea
for the ship in the air and sucwas probably untrue ; and if any
cessfully " spike-bozzles " her
ship did go doWn at sea it was
" spike-bozzle " is the latest
the one brought down by one of
Naval Air Service vernacular for
our submarines, as stated in
complete demolition -- he has
these notes some weeks ago.
destroyed the ship- and her crew
The fate of the unfortunate
of aeronauts, but the shed still
convent , in Belgium on which
remains ready for the reception
Mr. Warneford's Zeppelin fell,
of a new ship. Also, in attacking
and also the death of a girl
the ship, he is only likely to be
at Southend who was killed by
hit by machine-guns from the
a fragment of one of our own
ship, so long as he is below her
anti-aircraft shells, show why it
or about level with her, and if
is unwise to attack Zeppelins
he is Wise he will keep out of
either with bombs or anti-aircraft
range till he is well above her.
guns so long as they are over a
Once there he is safe, because
big town. This may be some
the huge bulk of the gas-holder
consolation to the chronic
prevents the crews in the car
moaners who always want to
below from firing up at him, and
know just why certain Zeppelins
those who have seen the latest
Flight Sub-Lieut. R. A. J. Warneford, V.C., the
oung
which visited a certain MetroZeppelins tell me that there are
naval ;airman who wrecked the Zeppelin with such luck
politan district and the East
and daring, between Bruges and Ghent, last week.
no gun-platforms on top, as
Coast generally were not brought
the Germans said there were.
down at once. All the bombs dropped by the Zeppelins Thus the aviator above a Zeppelin is as safe as the sub-did far less damage than our own shells would have merged submarine attacking a battleship.
done, and still less than a blazing airship and its load
The Safety of the Somersault
of explosives would have done.
Unfortunately, when once an airship gets away from
His real danger comes in if he gets so close in the endeavour
a town; where if seen from above it may show up against to make certain of his aim, that he gets blown over by the
the glow of lights below, and out over the open country on explosion, as Mr. Warneford did ; but any decent modern
a dark night, it is almost impossible to find it again. Even aeroplane rights itself in a few hundred feet, so unless
in broad daylight it' is, for some curious optical reason, something breaks the pilot is fairly safe.
very much harder to get a sight of an aircraft from another
Altogether, the pro-aeroplane people can feel rather
aircraft already in the air than it would be to " pick up
more pleased with themselves now that a couple more
the same aircraft when standing on the ground, and at night Zeppelins have been put out of action by the small craft.
it is almost impossible. Therefore, just as our Army in Incidentally, and this is important, the Dutch yarn about
France is protecting our shores more effectively than if it twenty-eight men killed and over twenty wounded in the
were sitting on " the white cliffs of Albion," so the detach- Zeppelin sunk by Mr. Warneford is nonsense. A crew of
ment of the Royal Naval Air Service at Dunkirk is protect- twenty4our is more than enough to work any Zeppelin,
ing London more effectively than if it were using Hyde and the Germans .would not Carry unnecessary men ,(say,
Park as an aerodrome. It has the much more useful 4,200 lb.) When they would want all that lift for bombs.
job of either cutting off,,our nocturnal invaders on their
OUR DIARY OF THE WAR.— In future this feature of
return, as Commander Bigsworth and Mr. WarnefOrd did,
"The War Itiustrated " wilt appear in oomplotenr
. monthly
or of destroying the beasts in their lairs, as Flight-Com- instafments,
which wilt be found more convemen for, ready.
mander Marix, D.S.O., " did in " the Zeppelin at DUsseldorf reference,

p

The Great Aerial Exploi of Lieut. Warneford
->floetz

For skill and daring the magnificent exploit of Flight Sub—
knit. Warneford, V.C., has rarely been equalled. While flying
at a great height between Bruges and Ghent he encountered a
Zeppelin. Quickly rising above it, he swooped down and
launched bombs on the massive airship.
A loud explosion
followed, and the Zeppelin caught fire and fell to earth. The

,

explosion caused the Britisirmachine to turn several somersaults,
during which the petrol escaped from the rear tank and the pilot
had to descend in the German lines. He managed to refill the
empty tank, restart his engine, soar again into the air, and returh
safely to the British lines. Within thirty—six hours after his
heroic deed the King had conferred the V.C. on the young aviator.

!Eh Woe Ithatrated. 19th Jiine, 1915.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt. G. BELCHER,
3rd Roy. Berkshire Regt.

Capt. T. L. SHELFORD,
Jommanded H.IVI.S, Goliath,

1Lieut.-001. L. I. WOOD,
C.M.G.. 2nd Border Regt.

Lieut.-Col. H. 0. S. CADOGAN
O.C. 1st Royal Welsh Fus.

Capt. A. C. SAUNDERS,
Duke of Cornwall's L.I.

Capt. R. B. TROTTER,
1st Cameron :Highlanders.

Capt. S. G. BATES,
North Somerset Yeomanry.

Capt. I. D. DALRYMPLE,
2nd K.O. Scottish Borderers.

Capt. R. E. ENGLISH,
N. Somerset Yeomanry.

Capt. T. V. T. T. NEVILLE,
3rd Dragoon Guards.

Leut.-Colonel Lewis Tronside W ood, C.M.G ., fad Border Regiment, entered that
regiment a, a subaltern in 1887. From 1901-9 he was with the South African
Constabulary, and from 1909-11 he served as commandant of the Mounted infantry
School in India. lie .saw service in the Chin-tushai Expedition (1889-00). receiving
the medal with clasps ; and also with the Waziristan Expedition (1894-99). During
the Boer War he was engaged in the Transvaal and Orange River Colony, and
received the Queen's Medal with four clasps,
Captain Arthur Courteriay Saunders, Duke of Cornwall':, Tight Infantry. served with
the
African Rifles from 1909 to 1911 he held the medal and clasp for service
in sninaliland. He was in command of a force of the King's African Billes in action
on the Upper Tsavo River in September last.
Captain Reginald Baird Trotter, 1st Cameron Highlanders. was the younger son of
Major-General Sir H. Trotter, 0.-C.V.O. in 1000-1 he was on Special Service in South
Africa, and also took part in various operations during the war. He was mentioned
in de,patches. and held the Queen's Medal with four clasps.
Sec.-Lieut. Robert James Aoel Stuart, 2nd Royal Scots Fusiliers, was the only son of
the late tforace Noel Stuart, of the Admiralty, and nephew of the Earl and Countess
of Castlestewart.
Captain Thomn= Lawrie Shelford, B.N., was in command of H.M.S. Goliath in the
Dardanelle-. He was appointed to take charge of Third fleet chips in May, 101:3.

Lieut. R. O. B. WAKEFIELD Lieut. R. C. FETHERSTON1st Royal Irish Fusiliers.
HAUGH. 60th Rides.

See,-Lient. R. J. N. STUART.
Royal Seots Flamers.

Sec.-Lieut, A. H. HYAMS,
3rd Royal Fusiliers.

Lieut. J, A. C. INGLIS,
4th Highland Light Infantry.

Lieut. H. A. C. SIM.
2nd Scottish Rifles.

Lieut. J. D. BOOKLESS„ .
4th Cameron Highlanders.:

7'ortra,l6 %,,y Lafayette, Clatilcelior, Swaifie, Speaiyht, Lair,bert,

Capt. G. C. STEWART,
10th Royal Hussars.

Lieut. V. D. B. COLLINS,

2nd Batt. 2nd Gurkhas.

Lieut. W. NOLAIS,
Sec.-Lt. D. A. H. McDOUGALL
Bedfordshire Regt.
1st Seaforth Highlanders.
Heath, A lanes, Elliott a- Fry, Ba&uilo.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

J. ,j'illareiton

Min

"'WARE AIRCRAFT ! "—In reconnoitring a wood British Yeomanry scouts are supposed to have spotted, high up in the sky, an enemy
aeroplane on mischief bent. Dismounting, and using the saddle of his horse as a rifle rest, while following the direction indicated
by his comrade, one of the troOners takes steady aim at the elusive craft.

THE NEW BRAIN OF THE BRITISH NAVY J
An Appreciation of Sir Henry Jackson
The short appreciation of Sir Henry ,Jackson which the Editor of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED is
able to print in this page has been written by a contributor whose name is famous, and Whose
right to express an opinion on the qualifications of the First Sea Lord is unassailable. The
Editor feels that his readers will be glad to read this brief-article on the personality of the man
who, more than any single individual in Britain to-day, represents in himself the brain of our
Navy. To have the assurance of the famous veteran whose initials are appended to this little
contribution, that Sir Henry Jackson is emphatically the best choice, the man most fitted for
his tremendously,oneOtit& position, is highly satisfactory. Sir Henry Jackson is all too little
known to the genei?iil fpublichough that Is, perhaps, one of his qualities of strength—but
lo-day there is a 110700 anxiety on
sides to knoin something of the men on whose shoulders
4.te burden of the defence of the Empire rests.
.
III

gallant Admiral who is now ;First Sea Lord of the developments which, with bewildering speed, are so
Admiralty is little known Outside the Navy, in spite rapidly changing the problems of naval warfare.
of the numerous letters after his'ikame which witness
I have spoken of Sir Henry Jackson as a " dark liaise,"
to his scientific distinctions. With these. We. need not
hich in one sense he is, es-en to the Navy, for the First
trouble ourselves, as they only inelii!ectly touch on his Sea Lord, as senior executive, has a peculiar responsibility,
qualifications as a naval officer entruAed with the respon- demanding special gifts, and only partially shared by
sibility for the distribution of the Fleefin a naval war, but other naval members of the Board. I have heard that
it is not out of place to mention that he was the first in an ic_imiral of marked ability, who had served as Second
England to harness the
Sea Lord and later as First
Hertzian waves to practical
Sea Lord, acknowledged
use in wireless telegraphy
ith characteristic `candour
some tWerity- years ago.
that, while he felt confident
He has never advertised
of his capacity to carry 311t
himself 'Or allowed" others to
the duties devolving 'on' him
de this for hint; se that' our
as Second Sea Lord, he was
all-poWerful'Press wondered
not sure that he was a saewho tbis " dark horse " was
cess as First Sea Lord, and
that had ' suddenly been
as a matter of fact he /eft
selected to succeed Lord
the , Admiralty at his own
Fisher, whose name is a
request. The officer I refer
household word in connecto, who has long since joined
tion with the modern Navy.
the majority, was a man of
considerable talents and
" Sailors are a strange
race apart," as Mahan tells
knowledge of the Service,
but he lacked just thc,-e
us, and the NaVy is rather
qualities of firmness, tact,
pleased to welcome a distinguished man whese fame
and discrimination which his
position of First Sea Lord
is unknown outside the Serrequired.
vice, as it represents to our
officers and men the ideal of
In this sense, then, Sir
single-minded devotion to
Henry Jackson is an untried
the profession and duty to
man, but he is only sixty,
the country.
active, hard-working, and
Born in 1855, he entered
we have every right to
the Navy in 1868, and has
believe that the trust of the
Service, that he is the right
served continuously either
man in the right place as
afloat or at the Admiralty ;
professional adviser to the
he has been Controller of
nv/c/f a T,y
First Lord, will not .,`be
the Navy, head of the War
Admiral Sir Henry Bradwardine Jackson, K.C.B., K.C.V.O.,
disappointed.
College, Chief of the Naval
F.R.S., A.I.N.A., M.I.E.E.
Staff; commander of a
In Mr. Balfour as First
cruiser squadron, and when war broke out he was about to Lord we have a statesman of first rank, so that >tie great
proceed to the Mediterranean as Commander-in-Chief, the depa,rtment, on the efficiency of which the security otiur
appointment being cancelled so as to leave the French Islands and Empire mainly depends, will, we may, hope,
Admiral Lapeyrere the senior officer on the station.: Since do all that the country expects of it...,.
•
the war he has been employed on special service at the VA word may be added here OD thP question of having a
Admiralty.
sailor at the head of the Admiralty, as we have a soldier,
It is true that little war service has come in his way, as Secretary of State for War, and there is much to be said
though he stands high as an executive officer. What is for this view. Pitt, indeed, insisted on placing Lord
trlore important under present circumstances is that he Barham as naval officer at the head of the Admiralty in
s had great experience in administration,- and that as 18°5, and his retention was brilliantly justified by the
t Iiief of the Staff and head of the War College he has campaign of Trafalgar ; but though we had sailor First
been in cloSe touch with all questions of naval strategy Lords in Anson, Hawke, and St. Vincent in war time, to
and tactics. mention only a few, this was not always the case, and
This war has already shown us the importance of an Lord Spencer, whose correspondence has recently been
up:to-date appreciation of new weapons, and there is no published by the Navy Records. Society, was First Lord at
seer in the NaVy equally capable of dealing with all' the the time of the victories of St. Vincent, the Nile, and
developments of the gun, the torpedo, the submarine, Camperdown,
the air serVice, wireless telegraphy, or the .ship itself—
E. R. F.
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The Horse of Troy ! Classic Myth made Modern Fact

One of the most romantic achievements of the war was the landing on Gallipoli of the British troops from the transport River Clyde.
The ship was purposely run aground in order to facilitate rapid disembarkation of the soldiers through spacious doors cut in her
side. This photograph shows the River Clyde, a new " Horse of Troy," stranded on the Dardanelles shore-.

After the great landing battle. Scene on the shore of the Straits before the fallen fort of Seddul Bahr. The lighters which assisted
in the daring landing of part of the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force from the s.s. River Clyde are seen in the photograph,
In the foreground a number of soldiers are standing at ease, while the Allied Fleets are discernible on the horizon.

TRAGIC .0.
AFTERMATH
The Fight that will Begin after Victory

r

18

By Major-General Lord CHEYLESMORE, K.C.V.O.
Mai—Gen.
the Right Him.
Lord
Cholestnore,

unsound to obtain employment in the ordinary labour
market. The general public knows- very little about the
splendid work of the Incorporated Soldiers' and Sailors'
Help Society. , In the past it has worked unobtrusiVely.
Nov is the time ripe when its existence should be known to
everyone. For the past ten year's, entirely without appeal to
the public for funds, and simply,: by the clever manufacture
and businesslike `sale _of the work done by 'the. ex-soldiers
and ex-sailors it eniployS, the society has given employment
and help to 218,508 disabled warriors, at a cost of more
than C8o,000. From 1903, when the society was incorDoweey.
porated, to 1914, it found emploYment for 44,749 ex-soldiers
and ex-sailors ; 92,790 were aided with money ; 4,794
GOVERNMENT actuary has
were sent to convalescent homes, and 76,205 were helped in
estimated that twelve per cent,
diverse other ways. The society paid over £40,000 in wages
of our soldiers at the front will
during thoSe twelve years to the disabled, warriors it embe permanently disabled ; that would
ployed at its own workshops in London, and at Brookwapod,
mean, roughly, ,:tliat about two hundred and forty thousand
Edinburgh, and Dublin. This is a very brief idea of the
soldiers-in addition .to naval men—would be wholly or
work that it was necessary to do in peace time. But what of
partially maimed after the War. I have good reasons for
the present, and the future ?
conSidering this estimate excessive ; it is inconceivable that
the cost in good men will be so tragically high.
Teaching Warriors Trades
Nevertheless, the fact remains that when the Allies have
It will be seen that this organisation is not a charity ;
celebrated their decisive victory, the great problein on which
the disabled Sercice men it helps are not receiving alms.
some of us are working now, and on which we have been
Rather does it act as an agency for the profitable sale of the
working for years, will have grown bigger, more serious, and
men's handiwork. The society gets into touch with els:more urgent. Our gallant fighters will be Welcomed home
Service men in the following way : On each man's disci-largewith cheering ; congratulations will be showered upon them.
sheet the name and address of a " friend," to whom he is
But what when the cheers cease to ring and the time of
recommended to apply for any advice or help that he may
congratulating is over ? What of those who, maimed and
need, are given. . In every parish in the kingdom there is
enfeebled, will be unable to take their part in the work
one of these " friends," and there are 13,173 of them in all,
of the world " as usual " ? What of the blinded and crippled
who give their services voluntarily.
who may have to stuinble"among the unheeding workaday
Many of the men who apply for aid are quite unskilled,
crowds, seeking for guidance in the best way of living ?
having no trade whatever, and no means of obtaining lucraFighters in a New War
tive employment. In these cases the society teaches the
men such trades as cabinet-making, basket-making,
When at last this war of the nations is ended, a new war
enamelling, moulding, French polishing, toy-making, and
will begin for many battle-scarred men ; the fighters will
electric wiring, and they are, of course, well looked after
be those same soldiers and sailors who have suffered diswhile they are learning. During the first eight weeks of
ablement for their King and Empire ; they will be fighting
his apprenticeship each man is paid fourpence an hour ;
for the means to live. Having received their medals and
when he is proficient he earns money at union " rates.
clasps, having had their meed of cheering, and being in
The wooden horses, by the way, of which the Army Council
receipt of their small pensions, very many of them will still
have officially approved, and which are used for teaching
need to look round for the means to earn enough money to
recruits to ride, are made by the society's workmen.
keep themselves and their families from poverty.
It needs but little imagination to realise what would have
After the Crimean War there were maimed warriors who
happened to many of thesc men who have been disabled
had to seek charity and spend their last days in the workon active service if they had not cone under the sheltering
houses, or standing in the gutters of our cities selling
wing of this society. With nothing but their small pension
matches. This will not happen again. It did not happen
to keep them from starvation, it, is conceivable that not a
to any great extent after the Boer War ; it surely cannot
few would have degenerated info street-corner loafers, cr
happen at all after this campaign. Our men must not be
that they would have become an additional burden on the
lauded as heroes at the front and pitied as paupers when
rates by seeking relief at the Worlilio*p§ or infirmarieq:a
they come hOme. Many of them would sooner receive the
A time of far greater strain is couai4g:fqthose of us who are
decisive bullet. A soldier is prepared to die for his country,
engaged in providing Worli alia:. 4:iss,, for our disabled
but the country must not ask him to starve because he has
fighters. I feel that there 1:ii1,144?:.ipppw.iip, by *0:king
escaped the dying by a hairsbreadth.
Recently I read a sentence- in a newspaper that puts the • purchases at the society's'WO*§.cini§;,i*p4d like to help
the ,Splendid organisation St46k13:45 O097101g been helping
matter succinctly : ‘ We mus,ttake as much trOuhle„‘tO .find
a man a job when his regirnentAkOWA:.him 44 eve did to the,,4g,htersiyhose: days with the b5lOurS are pas:t,.7a#C1 that
W410)0,:the:,rucaUS
,
'
find him i regiMent when he tliieiy
Suitable eitiP16Sitient :W1111:0.4. tkbef6i.cii-d- for thousands:,-- ,pr&hilirig with
..loo -a sad
of disattIodalid discharged sq droan sal
iirifiibet • of 'llabSe‘ be -taught' one every
no trade, then they`will
roust be done that shall enable them to earn ,adequate_ who arc now fighting cur battles at
wages. The Employers' Liability -.Kct, unless altered; .will
the front.
ake it practically impossible for a man who is physically

A
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Bursting Shrapnel : White Clouds of Death

German shrapnel shell at the moment of bursting just behind a body of French troops, who are firing from hastily—erected barricades
in Le Pretre Wood. Right: Shrapnel bursting over the body o a fallen French soldier in a wood at La Bassee, in which French
troops are hidden, awaiting the order to attack the German position.

This wonderful photograph illustrates two dramatic moments in the advanced French trenches at Bois Le Pretre—a bomb being fired
into the German lines, only about one hundred yards away, and the moment when the order to charge is about to be given by the
officer on the right, who is in the act of leaping out of the trench,
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Britain's Stern Struggle in the Far-away Tropics:

From London's perfect roads to the narrow and thorny tracts of East Africa. British fleet of care which have been " doing their bit"
for the Empire in the wilds. The sand, seen in this photograph, which stretches uninterruptedly as far as eye can reach, is of
t hat tantalising red variety common to most tropical parts.

Guns and munitions to beat the African "Boches." Twelve—pounder arriving at an
important station in British East Africa.

Fighting on the side of civilization.
Stalwart member of the King's
Africa, Rifles.

Part of a British encampment, twenty miles from —. Note the native hut, with the tins
of motor spirit outside the door.

Type.' of the stalwart Britons who are conducting our far—away war h tropical Africa, with some of their cars in the background.

The Empire's War against German East Africa

Some idea of the conditions of fighting in the neighbourhood
—, East Africa, may be gathered from this photograph.
of
The slate grey colour of the trees is due to the peculiar growth
of thorns. Leaves cnly grow for two months in the year.

River. A team of oxen drawing a motor—car and a transport over the muddy waste on planks. The intense heat ,
[Crossing the
— River, East Africa.
has completely dried up the river. Inset : Another view of the impromptu bridge over the

Tic War lawstratta, 26th faro_

1915.
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Russian Outpost and Artillery on Galician Fields

Russian outpost keeping watch on the moving German forces. Our eastern allies have, to some extent, recovered from their recent
reverses, having retaken several small towns In the Baltic area, though furious indecisive fighting in Galicia continues.

Russian battery in action on a Galician battlefield. The Russian retrgat was due to the eternal question of shells. As a strategist
the Grand Duke Nicholas is unsurpassed, but the difficulties of keeping his armies supplied with guns and ammunition are enormous.

Cavalcades that Follow the German Armies

A section of Germany's great war—machine that is operating against the Russians. The enormous "supply department" extends
in lines, guarded by Uhlans, for miles along the road, which winds away to the distant hills, where a big battle was in progress at the
time this photograph was taken.

Another section of the lengthy supply column, following in the wake of the German troops in the district of the San. This grait.
cavalcade, bearing food, ammunition, and other necessaries, formed part of the recent German offensive against the Tsar's troops.

The. 11,1r Lituclr,cfe cd, 26th Junc, 121b.

One Touch of hummer makes the a 'odd Kin

Australians enjoying a cool dip in the dock at Alexandria while the transport
is getting up steam to proceed to the Dardanelles.

" Splash and go !" Some of the pleasant summer resorts of Northern France are
this season given over to happy Tommies instead of to the erstwhile fashionable
promenaders, but then Mars is all the rage now, and the soldiers have it all their
own way. Inset above: Member of the 6th (Service) Battalion King's Liverpool
Regiment turning a " cart—wheel" in the water.

Many enemy wounded areconvalescing and attract— Indian soldiers in France are rejoicing at the heat wave. The Occident in June
'no fair admirers at the German waterina places.
is not half so bad when one is stationed at a " base" seaside town.

•
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Warrior Handymen's Homely Work on Battlefield

Seated on the outskirts of a wood, and within sound of the ceaseless thunder of the guns, this French hussar is spending his short respite
from the firing—line in overhauling and mending his belongings. He is sewing a rent in his horse's cloth. This is one of our French
soldier—correspondents, from whom we receive some of the exclusive photographs we are able to publish.

Interior of a ohalk—pit, somewhdre behind the Gertnan lines; that the Booties have utilised:I as a general repair shop, complete with
sewing—machine, boot—jack, and first—aid shed. While one Gorm'an is working the sewing-machine, another is repairing a boot, an&
a third is sketching the ohntoqrapher. The ubiquitous lager bottle is in evidence. (Photographs exclusive to " The War ❑lustrated.")
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The Last Stand of Heroic Scots Guardsmen

A recent heroio deed by men of the Scots Guards will for ever and was cut off by the Germans. Two days Eater British scouts
be remembered in the glorious records of the Regiment. During found eighty dead of that company, and piled high all rourre
an attack one of the assaulting companies rushed to the fore with them a heap of dead Germans. The torn ground and the bloat.
such splendid irapetuesity that it out-distanced the main body
testified to the fierceness of the struggle of the heroic Guards
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Italian Colonel's Heroic Deed on the Isonzo

Conspicuous among the first acts of bravery committed by superior enemy force, Col. Rossi rallied his little band and
individual Italians in the field was that of Col. Rossi, of the 12th
assaulted the Austrian position with incredible courage. The
Bersaglieri. Leading an attacking column over the Isonzo, a
Austrians retired before the invincible Bersaglieri. Col. Rossi
section of the pontoon bridge was swept away. Cut off from was sorely wounded, but he was rescued from the field, and had
retreat by a raging torrent in the rear, and confronted by a vastly
the honour of being decorated in hospital by King Victor.

The War Illustrated, 26th June, 1915.
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Italy in Harness :Artillery & Infantry on the Move

An Italian field—gun advancing over rough ground to a new
position. Official reports from General Cadorna make mention
, of the excellence of the Italian artillery. In the Western and
Southern Trentino, Cadore, the Carnic Alps, the Dolomites, and
on the Isonzo, our Ally's artillery fire has been very effectively

preparing the way for the infantry advances by bombarding the
Austrian forts and entrenched positions. • Some of the enemy's
trenches, being built of concrete and strengthened with metal
plating, withstood all infantry assaults, but subsequent bom—
bardment by Italy's big guns demolished them.

' Itaffiln,:irifantrimen Frirching through a street in Rome' to 'the railway station, there to entrain for the front, and loin their
COMfacles itithe paSieslif the Carnic Alps, where the main activities of the Italian forces are taking place. The Italian armies continue
successfully-to consolidate the footings they have obtained on their far—reaching front.
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Mars' Modern Chariot and the Ancient Coliseum

veritably the meeting of the ages. in the shadow of the ancient
Rome now, ilke,her great sister city Paris, is beginning to
assume a serious aspect. The mobilisation of Italy's Army has Coliseum at Rome, which once rang with the tumult of gladiaproceeded effectively, and our new ally is well aware of the
toiled displays, a clumsy motor—transport, expressive of 20th—
immensity of her task. This photograph, taken during the early
century progress, lumbers off to a war the like of which Ca3sar
and Mark Antony never conceived in their wildest imagination.
day of the " call to colours," has a peculiar interest. It illustrates

Italian infantry resting by the roadside after a long march. Gradually our southern ally's fighting—machine has been set working,
and already many thousands of men have passed the frontier to do battle with the hereditary opponents of Italian liberty and progress.
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Three Scenes from the Greatest Tragedy of Man

British Tommies playing a game of football behind the lines in France. The goal—posts have been made out of field telegraph poles,
borrowed for the occasion from the Royal Engineers.

In the " Valley of the Shadow of Death." Part of a French country road which, at the moment when the snapshot was taken was
being subjected to heavy bombardment. The shell smoke is seen floating over the landscape.

Port DA the price of Neuve Chapelle. These graves, each containing the mortal husk of a British soldier, are touching in their very
crudeness. Though here and there in the cemetery a pompous memorial has already reared its head, the majority of tombs are marked
with plain wooden crosses, a simplicity which seems in accord with the modest courage of Britain's hero—dead,

cze
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King Albert's Cavalrymen in Action Afoot

A patrol of Belgian cavalrymen acting as infantry and
firiflg from the scanty cover afforded by fallen tree-trunks
in a wood in the North of France.

Dismounted Belgian cavalrymen rushing forward to take up a new position on the edge of a wood in the North of France. Inset :
Difficult "going " for the dog-drawn mitrailleuses along a rough road in Flanders. Batteries of light quick-firing guns drawn by
specially-trained dogs form a valuable branch of King Albert's Army.

The War Illustrated, 2617 Jane,
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By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent

T

HE casualties of the British forces engaged in the
war have been up to the moment of writing this
article well over three hundred thousand. Of these,
it is reasonable to anticipate that at least one hundred
thousand will return, or have returned, to the front, leaving
a total of a fifth of a million killed, permanently disabled
for fighting, or prisoners. These are vast figures, but they
are not greater than was anticipated. The most discouraging fact about them is that they have been largely
incurred in defensive work and in holding our own against
attack. We have had to pay heavily in men for lack of
mimitions of war. The general estimate among these
who knew was that, had we been able to take a strong
offensive in May, our casualties could not have been9es
than forty thousand a week.
Our Strong Military Position
,.It is well at this moment to bear in mind one of e
sayings of Napoleon. He was given to emphasising the
fact that when one's own side is feeling the strain it is well
te_ remember that the other side are probably feeling it
much worse. Independent reports from- Berlin tell me
that at least one in five of the people met in the streets
show signs of mourning. Germany counts her casualties
in millions. Our heavy losses are a cause of genuine
and wide-spread grief to us. There is scarce a family
of any position in Scotland, for example, that cannot tell
of at least one of its members killed cr wounded at the war.
But apart from individual grief at our losses, our military
position so far as men is concerned is better than ever
before. We have more men, and the spirit of the new
men could not be surpassed. We have hundreds of
thousands of fresh troops waiting, men who have been in
`hard training since last August and September, and who
are ready to be flung into the fighting-line.
The Real Problem of To-day
Our real problem at the moment is not the problem
of men. This war is going to be won on the mechanical
and scientific side. In the early days of August last
Germany won her initial advantages largely because of
the perfection of her motor transport, and the abundance

Mr. Asquith leaving the British General Headquarters, with
Sir John French, on the occasion of his recent historic visit
to the actual scene, of operations of the British Army in the field.

and size of her artillery. When the first mention was made
of the German 17 in. guns, artillerists laughed at them
as impracticable. The twelve hundred military motorcars waiting on the Luxemburg frontier in the days before
the outbreak of the war gave Germany a weapon of the
greatest value.
The Germans have strained every nerve to maintain
this mechanical superiority. We built heavy guns to meet
theirs. They then multiplied their heavy guns. For
every machine-gun we possess the Germans have five.
Mr. Lloyd George's campaign for munitions is the vital
part of the struggle to us to-day. This war is going to be
lost or won in our machine shops. Happily for us we can
find fresh allies in our munitions campaign. America will
pour all her resources of manufacturing ingenuity on our
side. Canada is grumbling to-day because we will not
use her factories as we might. The growing place of the
machine in war is likely to delay decisive fighting. It
lends strength to the defence and makes the offensive
harder. But in a war of mechanical resources we have
no need to fear the ultimate result.
The Real Russian Difficulty
What is the real explanation of the ebbs and flows
of the Russian armies ? Lack of munitions explains it in
part, as we know, but there is another and an allied reason.
A friend of mine just returned from Russia, where he has
been in close touch with affairs, explained it to me.
The
Russian problem to-day can be summed up in one word—
' Transport.' Her railway communications, as you know,
are inadequate for the maintenance of great armies ever
the field of operations. It is necessary to rely very largely
on motors. There are not nearly enough motors, and
what is worse, there are not nearly enough trained men to
operate the motors they have. It is necessary to take
wholly unskilled soldiers from the ranks and put them in
charge of heavy motor-waggons. The result of this .is,
innumerable accidents, sometimes of the most appalling
nature, and endless delays. Time after time armies have
been held up for this reason alone. Before the Russians
can hope to maintain their advances they must not only
build vast fleets of cars, but systematically train mento manipulate them."
The Problem of the Dardanelles
The situation at the Dardanelles does not show- much
sign of improvement. Our men gain trenches and maintain
their positions at heavy cost. Repeated atteMptS by the
Turks to drive them back are steadily repelled. But there
are no signs so far of a vital success which would transform
the situation. Unfortunately for us, we are now entering
into the season of the year when military operations around
the Mediterranean are most trying to Europeans. The
great heat Comes particularly hard on British troops
working in a very narrow and very rocky area.
There is something to be said from the military point of
view in favour of slackening operations until the autumn.
But we are faced with the fact that the problem of the
Dardanelles is not solely a military problem. Our prestige
i$ involved in it. Withdrawal or slackening at a time like
this might very well be the final factor which would swing
Greece and Bulgaria to the wrong side. In every war of
any moment the real issue centres around one point, of
the struggle. In the Russo-Turkish War it was the Siege
of Plevna, in the Franco-Prussian it was the Siege of Paris,
in the Japanese War the Siege of Port Arthur. In the war
of the Balkans it is the attack on the Dardanelles.
Once the Dardanelles fall into our hands Turkey will pass
away -as a Power in Europe, and the Balkan States will
forget their differences and hesitations and join us. On
the' other hand, let us really fail at this point, and we will
be faced not alone with a doubtful Balkania, but, what is
worse for us, with this revival and Strerig,thening of the
Mohammedan hostility from Khartoum to Kabul.

Cyclists and Cavalry earning the Art of War

embers of the London Cyclists Corps with a Maxim in action, On
the left a signaller is calling up reserves of ammunition.

Suffolk Cyclists off to dig entrenchments with tools that have just
arrived in the transport, a converted touring car. Inset on right : A
motor despatch—rider giving a wounded cyclist a lift.

The only way to enjoy steeplechasing in war time. Westmorland and Cumberland Yeomanry manage to get in a gallop and
a leap " over the sticks " in anticipation of a race after the Huns "somewhere in Flanders." These expert horsemen nay Soon
have the opportunity of showing their mettle against the vaunted Uhlans.
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L-_-7-*„_-___,_-_Ey Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

V

ON DER GOLTZ, the great German strategist who
was sent to Constantinople for the war, told his
countrymen years ago that by the pitiless exertion
of sea-power both Hannibal and Napoleon had been brought
down; and that though the Southern States in the
American Civil War had the best generals and won victories by land, they Est the war because the blockade cut at
their supplies by sea. He told his countrymen all this in
19oo, and nothing must have amazed them more than our
weak interpretation of blockade. The licences which we
are granting for supplies to -go to Holland, Sweden, -Denmark, and Norway—supplies which business - men c n
prove up to the hilt arc intended for Germany—constitute
a most powerful aid to the enemy in prolonging the war
and all its evils. The same is true - of the cotton that
went through Genoa prior to the participation of Italy. As an example we- may take the official statement
that in the month of March, 1914, Sweden imported
2,45e tons of raw cotton, and yet in March, 1915, the
amount shot up to 29,126 tons. There is no other reason
but that this cotton went there for the purpose of entry
into Germany to be manufactured into explosives. There
is no doubt- that the Admiralty are anxious -to put a
stop to this trade. The obstacle must, therefore, be the

.'7:-------;o
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drought. Austria may find much of her harvest destroyed'
If only we make our blockade vigorous, sea-power may
yet give another instance of the truth of Von der Goltz's
teaching.
Italy's Careful Campaign
The Italians are moving on with the precision of a
carefully-thought-out campaign. It used to be said at
Antwerp in the peace days, when any improvement was
made, that it was " for the King of Prussia." So it has
been with the ports along the coast, and it may be said
of Trieste that all the work of peace has been " for the
King of Italy." The Italians, as I write, are nine miles
from 'Trieste. The port of Rosega is in their hands as well
as Monfalcone. Ten years ago there was only four feet
of water in the channel to Rosega, but dredging was
carried out with the view of deepening the channel to
thirteen feet, and forming a new one to be continued to
Monfalcone with about eighteen feet of water. These
various small ports Buso, Pi-imero, Sdobba, Rosega,
and Monfalcone—which have fallen into Italian hands.
will facilitate the supplies and reinforcement of the army.
There are no other ports in front of the army until Trieste
is reached, only three small coves affording anchorage for
small coasting vessels, viz., Duino, Sistiana, and Grignatio.
Apparently the Austrians
relied largely on their Fleet
and the operations of their
field army to assist in holding Trieste, as the normal
garrison in peace was very
little over three thousand men.
The probability is that the
Austrians will move as much
as possible of the naval stores
and equipment to Pala, where
this Fleet is concentrated,
and for that reason Italy will
make most of her aircraft
raids on that port.

"U" Boats' Successes
There can be no doubt
that the German submarines
have been operating with considerable success in the past
week in the North Sea. In
addition to a large number
of victims among mercantile
and fishing craft they secured
two of our fast torpedo-boats,
an operation requirino much
Quite indifferent to the heat wave. French soldiers advancing to the roll of the drum, over fields
skill. The North Sea has not
in Flanders in the vicinity of the sea—coast that are still flooded.
been our bright spot in
Foreign Office. What has again brought this question to a this war, and in the past I have attributed our difficulties
head is Mr. Lloyd George's statement that the Germans to the start the Germans got in laying mines. Our sole
Won the great phalanx movement against the Russians by announced success has been the sinking of U14. I feel
sure we will have the situation better in hand before long,
the expenditure of 7.00,000 projectiles in four hours.
and relentlessly hunt down the submarines and their
Exporting Raw Cotton—Why?
supplies. It is significant that the maximum success of
What the expenditure of small-arm ammunition was we the submarines in the North Sea followed on the maximum
do not know. On the assumption that one round in activity of Zeppelins over the North Sea. The saving of
twenty was from a heavy gun, and required an average li-14's crew has afforded us a pretext for withdrawing
of one hundred pounds of cotton in the mannfacture of from a false position in regard to the Admiralty's
the cartridge, while the rest were field-guns, or eight hundred mistake in the treatment of submarine prisoners. It was
and thirty pounds of cotton per thousand rounds ; then, certain that the authors of the policy of " frightfulness
allowing for .rifle fire as well, I find that about two thom Could always go one better. Concerning the German
sand tons of cotton were used in that , four hqurs' duel. submarines, only one opinion can be held and only one
I dealt with this question in THE WAR ILLITTRATEi5 on thing can be done. Their methods are detestable, and
February Both and May 1st, in the latter article at length, yet we are obliged in the last resort.to rescue the crews
and I sincerely hope it may not be necessary to deal when sinking. The fact that they recognise no moral
At present we are actually sending code should Ka-cc on our destroyers the necessity of
with it again.
raw cotton' from England to Rotterdam, and nobody caution ; rescues should not be attempted uatil it has
been ascertained that no other submarines are in the
knows why.
There is also the question of food. The latest advices vicinity. If the crew should be lost while this search is
are that Germany's harvest is seriously threatened by being carried out they have only their own record to thank.
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The Minute Before the Majestic Sank

The fast moments of H.M.S. Majestic, showing the huge battle—
ship three minutes after she had been torpedoed by a German
submarine, about to turn completely over and sink. The Majestic
was torpedoed off the Gallipoli Peninsula early in the morning
at May 27th. In this impressive photograph the doomed vessel

is seen, after receiving her death—blow, with her torpedo—nets
out, and her crew scrambling down her hull. Small craft are
rushing to the rescue, and near her are larger vessels, powerless
to help. On the British ship from which this photograph was
fokan, men are watching the tragic spectacle.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
OFTEN wonder whether the British workman realises
just how much the issue of the war depends on him,
and particularly on that part of him—quite a small
part in reality—which is employed in the aeroplane
industry ? The average man in the engineering shop
probably realises his responsibilities pretty well by noW—
at any rate, he has had it rubbed into him often enough
lately. But even he perhaps does not quite see that if he
knocks cff work one evening because he is fed up with
dces not get
overtime, the shell-case he was working
finished that day, and
consequently isn't in
the particular gun that
might have knocked
out a batch of German
machine-guns, which
succeeds in checking
one of our. attacks by
the simple process of
killing half the company of infantry attacking at that particular point.
In much the same
way the aeroplane
worker who dces not
stop to finish his job
delays the delivery of
the particular machine

I

is going to win a battle—or at any rate, is the one on which
the winning of a battle depends.
Also, it will be well if people can be brought to appreciate
what it means when the expected new aeroplanes do not
arrive. In his speech at Bristol the other day Mr. Lloyd
George told the workmen at the British and Colonial
Aeroplane Co.'s works how badly we need more aeroplanes ;
but he had no time to explain just why we need them so
badly. Let me explain for him.
Hard Work for Delicate Mechanism
An aeroplane is a very delicate piece of mechanism. The
planes and body are only built of bits of stick and wire
covered with linen fabric. Yet this light framework has
to carry an engine giving anything between 8o and zoo
horse-power, which is far more than the power put into a
motor-car of four times the weight.
Naturally it is not long before the woodwork bends, cr
warps, or gets out of truth one way or another. The
bracing wires stretch, the fabric covering of the wings goes
soft and soggy, and the result is that the machine gets
" sloppy " all over and refuses to lift properly. _ In addition
the engine gets choked up with burnt oil and soot. - Small
parts wear and rattle, or stick and cause loss of power.
The result is that the engine which gave 8o horse-power
when it was new only gives perhaps 'a mere 6o horse-power.
Consequently, one finds an inefficient engine trying to
lift a still more inefficient aeroplane ; with the result that,
instead of being able to take a pilot and passenger to a
height of,- say, 3,000 feet in
from seven to ten minutes, it
takes half an hour or 'so, and
perhaps more. In fact, I have
seen aeroplanes which when
new would climb to 8,000 cr
9,000 feet refuse when worn
to go above 3,00o; or even to
reach that height. For the
higher a machine goes the
thinner is the air in which it
has to work, and consequently
the harder it has to work to
go on climbing.
Our Air-Scouts' Risks

When one remembers that
up to a height of 6,000 feet
an aeroplane is within reach
of bullets from ordinary rifles
or machine-guns, one sees how.
important it is that all
machines should be able to go
to more than 8,000 feet.
And even then they are well
inside the range- of the German
high-angle quick-firers, which
Impression of the debris of an Aviatik after a fight near Verdun on June 5th with a Caudron in
fire shrapnel shell and arc
charge of Brigadier Lenoir, whose portrait is inset, and a Morane piloted by Lieut. Quil lien.
specially designed as antiAfter discharging several rounds of mitrailleuse fire, the Aviatik fell to the ground like a stone.
The German pilot Lieut. Rosseler was shot dead, and the observer was thrown out of the
aircraft guns ; though above
machine, his body being found some distance from the wrecked aeroplane. (Exclusive photographs.)
6 000 feet the machines look
on which he is working, and that machine isn't so small that they are hard to hit.
Now,it must be perfectly obvious to anyone that when
there just when -it is wanted to go out on reconnaissance
to find some. particularly valuable piece, of information an aeroplane refuses to get up to 6,000 feet, at least, it is
about _the enemy's movements, or when it is wanted to unsafe to fly over the enemy's lines, and it is time it was
chase away some particular German aeroplane which is replaced by a new one, while it is sent back to the makers
finding out things about our own movements which we are to be overhauled or rebuilt. But, unfortunately, if the
most anxious to hide, or when it is wanted to- go out and new machine to replace it has not been delivered,, owing
drop. bombs on some particUlar bridge across which the to delays in the works or to delays on the railway, or to
Germans are rushing up reinforcements - to a -point where any other reason for which the British workman is responsible, some brave but unfortunate young officer has to go
our ,troops are-breaking through their lines.
It is the. '" particularness " -of it that people do not out again on the old, tired, worn-out aeroplane 'and take
quite appreciate. Ju4- as a racehorse owner sometimes his chance of being hit ; for information is vital to the safety
tells his jockey to - get ..:aw-4 at the start and make every of the men in the trenches, and it is better that half a dozen
post a winning-pot, so every workman ought to start out air-scouts should be shot down than that our line of defence
with the assumption that every aeroplane is the one -which should be taken by surprise

War and the Real Triumph of Feminism

A band of busy women recruiters, led by Gladstone's favourite grand—
daughter, Mrs. Parish, the wife of Captain P. W. Parish.

NDOUBTEDLY the war has done more to enable Woman to prove her
capabilities in wider spheres than all the Suffragette and feminist propagandas of those days that seem so long ago. -_ Now, indeed,The true AWakenmg of Woman is come. She has gained much of that freedom for which so
many agitated, and she is using it with grand. patriotism for the benefit of the
State in this great crisis. This is no class awakening merely, for nothing is
more remarkable than the manner in which so many of those barriers that
divided sodiety into " grades " have now vanished.' Between women of all
stations in life has arisen a rare understanding.- They are linked by a film
bond of sympathy—a bond whose links were forged when the Call came for
their menfolk to fight. Kipling'S lines have acquired a very real meaning:
" When you get to a man in the case
They're as like as a row of pins,
For the colonel's lady and Judy O'Grady,Are sisters under their skins."

U

A woman ticket—inspector and porter at the Maida Vale station, Underground
Railway. Inset above : General Sam Hughes, the Canadian Minister of Militia,
bidding "bon voyage" to Canadian nurses before they leave Toronto for the front.

In many districts the postal authorities are
employing women in place of postmen who have
enlisted. Some have volunteered to release men.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt.the Hon. F. GRENFELL,
V.C., D.S.O., 1st R Dragoons.

Brig.-Gen. GEORGE NUGENT, Lieut.-Col. R. P. IINIACKE,
Royal Inniskilling. Fusiliers.
Irish Guards.

Lieut.-Col. A. FRASER,
4th Cameron Highlanders.

Major C. CONYERS,
2nd Royal Irish Fusiliers.

Capt. C. W. BROWN, D.S.O„
2nd Northumberland Fus.

Capt. B. MACLEAR,
2nd Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Capt. H. J. EAST,
1st York and Lancaster Regt.

Lieut. T. G. DAVSON,
Royal Horse Guards.

rigadier-General George Nugent, a commandant of the Irish Guards, will be reB
membered for his work on behalf of the Royal Naval and Military Tournament.
He was one of the first to serve in the Irish Guards, and later became Colonel of the Regiment.

Lieut. the Hon. A. G. COKE
Royal Naval V.R.

L. R. 0. TOLLAST, R.M.L.I.,
No. 2 Field Co. Engineers.

He fought under Lord -Methuen at the Relief of Kimberley, and was with Lord Roberts
in the victorious march to Bloemfontein. Later he commanded the Officers' School at
Chelsea, and then became commandant of the Duke of York's School at Dover.
Lieut.-Colonel R. E. tinideke. Royal Innisicilling Fusiliers, had served on the Staff of two
di \ isions in France, and had been mentioned in despatches he was an expert on musketry.
Lent.-Colonel A. Eraser. 4th Cameron Highlanders, rejoined from the Territorial Force
Reserve in September last , he possessed the Volunteer Decoration.
Captain the Hon. Julian H. P. Greidell, V.C., D.S.O., 1st Royal Dragoons, was the
eldest son and heir of Lord Desborough, and one of the first nine V :C.'s of the war.
Captain C. Wreford Brown, D.S.O., 'Northumberland Fusiliers. had seen much active
service in Egypt, South Africa, and the North-West Frontier of India, and had gained
many medals and clasps.
Fieut. the Hon. A. G. Coke. R.N.V.R.. Armoured Cars Division, who was killed while
serving with the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force, was the second son of the third
Earl of Leicester.
Captain G. A. O'Callaghan, 2nd Royal Irish Regiment. was the only son of Major-General
Sir Desmond O'Callaghan. K.C.V.O., and had seen much active service in South Africa, for
which he gained the Queen's Medal with three clasps.and the R'ug's Medal with two clasps.

Lieut. C. G. HARPER,
H.M.S. Princess Irene.

Com. T. H. M. MAURICE,
H.M.S. Princess Irene.

Lieut. J. S. RICH,
1st King's (Liverpool Regt.).

Capt. G. A. O'CALLAGHAN.
2nd Royal Irish Regiment.

Lieut. J. S. LUCKETT,
2nd Royal Irish Regt.

Sec.4Lieut. J. C. BARNES, Ply- Sec.-Lt. C. A. R. TENNANT, Sec.-Lieut. A. HELLMERS, Sec.-Lt. J. P. HERMON-HODGE, Sec.-Lieut. F. A. BURDIN,
1st Royal Irish Rifles.
Oxford and Bucks Light Infantry. 2nd Royal Warwick Regt.
mouth Batt. R.M.L.I., R.N.D.
2nd Devonshire Regt.
Portraits by Midis b Saunders, Lafayette, Elliott & Fry, Downey, Speaight, Lambert Weston, Chancellor, Swaine, Rusoell, Crooke, Baseano, Aderns.

